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Abstract 

REACTSVA"I"LON OF AN IDLE LEASE TO INCREASE HEAVY OIL 
RECOVERY THROUGH APPLICATION OF CUMVENTXONAL STEAM DRIVE 

TECHNOLOGY IN  A LOW DIP SLOPE AND 8ASIN RESERVOIR IM THE 
MIDWAY=SUNSET FIELD, SAN JOAQUIN BASIN, CALIFORNIA 

Cooperative Agreement No.: DE-FC22-95BCi4937 

A previously idle portion of the Midway-Sunset field, Aera Energy's Pnx Fee property, has been 
brought back into commercial production though tight integration of geologic characterization, 
geostatistical modeling, reservoir simulation, and petroleum engineering. This property, shut-in 
over a decade ago as economically marginal using conventional cyclic steaming methods, has a 
200-300 foot thick oil column in the upper Miocene Monarch Sand. However, the sand has a 
shallow &p (about loo), thus inhibiting gravity hainage, lacks laterally continuous steam barriers 
within the pay interval, and has a thick water-saturated transition zone above the oil-water 
contact. These factors have required an innovative approach to steam flood production design 
that balances optimal total oil production against economically viable production rates and 
performance factors, such as OSR and OWR. The methods used in this DOE Class 111 oil 
technology denionstration are accessible to most operators in the Midway-Sunset field and could 
be used to revitalize properties with declining recovery of heavy oils throughout the regon. 

In January 1997, the project entered its second and main phase with the purpose of demonstrating 
whether stearn flood can be an effective mode of production of the heavy, viscous oils from the 
Monarch Sand reservoir. A steam flood pilot consisting of four 2 acre nine-spot patterns was 
developed in the center of the property and put on line. During 1998, ARC0 Western Energy 
drilled 37 additioid wells on the property outside of the steam flood pilot and began producing 
them by cyclic steam injection. In January 2000, the new operator of the property, Aera Energy 
LLC, converted all 37 cyclic wells into ten addhonal nine-spot steam flood patterns that flank the 
original DOE pilot on the south, west and north. To convert from cyclic to steam flood Aera 
Energy LLC drilled 10 addrtional injectors and three additional temperature observation wells on 
the property. The only portion of the property not now in steam flood is the very southeast comer 
where the Monarch Sand pay is less than 200 ft thick. The objective of the pro-ject is not just to 
commercially produce oil from the Pm Fee property, but rather to test which operationa1 
strategies best optimize total oil recovery at econoniically acceptable rates of production volunies 
and costs. 

As of March 2001? after 49 months of steam flood production of the four-pattern pilot and 30-35 
months of cycfic/steam flood production of the surrounding 10 patterns, the total cumulative 
production of oil from the Monarch Sand stands at 1,066,192 bbls. More than half (562,366 bbls) 
of that oil was from the four-pattern Pru Fee steani flood pilot; the remainder was from 10-pattern 
array formed by wells drilled in 1998. Steam flood design principles developed and 
demonstrated for this project now have been adopted with dramatic oil recovery improvement in 
an adjacent lease in the southern Midway-Sunset field. 
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Executive Summary 

REACTIVATION OF AN IDLE LEASE TO INCREASE HEAVY OIL 
RECOVERY THRUUGH APPLICATION OF CUNIVEFIRONAL STEAM DRIVE 

TECHNOLOGY IN A LOW DIP SLOPE AND 8ASIN RESERVOIR I N  THE 
MIDWAY-SUNSET FEUD, SAN JOAQUIN BASIN, CALfFOIIFUYIA 

Cooperative Agreement No.: DEFC22-95BC14937 

A previously idle portion of the Midway-Sunset field, Aera Energy’s Pru Fee property, 
has been brought back into commercial production thou& tight integration of geologic 
characterization, geostatistical modehg, reservoir simulation, and petroleum 
engineering. Thts property, shut-in over a decade ago as economically marginal using 
conventional cyclic steaming methods, has a 200-300 foot thick oil colwnn in the 
Monarch Sand, part of the upper Miocene Belridge Diatomite Meinber of the Monterey 
Formation. However, the sand has a shallow dip (about loo), thw &biting gravity 
drainage, lacks effective steam barriers within the pay interval, and has a thick water- 
saturated transition zone above the oil-water contact. These factors have required an 
innovative approach to s tem flood production design that balances optimal total oil 
production against economically viable production rates and peifomnce factors, such as 
USR and UWR. The methods used in this DOE Class III oil technology demonstration 
are accessible to most operators in the Midway-Sunset field and could be used to 
revitalize pruperties with declining recovery of heavy oil throughout the region. 

The Midway-Sunset field was discovered in 1894, however, it took nearly a decade for 
commercial production to begin. The original 13 wells drilled on the Pru Fee property in 
the early l~QU’s were operated in primary production by Bankline Oil Company prior to 
1959, then S i p 1  Oil Company until 1969, when infill drilling and cyclic steaming was 
initiated by Tenneco Oil & Gas Company. k i n g  the half centmy of primary production 
nearly 1.8 MMBO was produced €rum the Pm property, 114 to 151 MBO per well, but 
production declined steadily reachmg insignificant quantities by the late 1960’s. Cyclic 
steaming was partially successfd h extr;zCtme; the remaining viscous 13” od mid 
the Pru Fee property was shut down in 1986 as uneconomic. Total secondary recovery 
fiom the 40 acre site peaked at about 300 bopd in 1972, but by the time the property was 
shut-in it had dropped to less than 10 bopd. A R C 0  Western Eiiergy (AWE) acquired the 
lease in 1988 along with various producing properties in the Midway-Sunset field. On 
October 31, 1998 all of the AWE properties in the southern San Joaqyin basin, including 
Pru Fee, were passed through Mobil with simultaneous closing and trmtfer to Aera 
Eneigy LLC, a Shell-Mobil joint-venture company. AWE continued to opeiate the 
property on contract to Aera Energy LLC until December 31, 1998, at which time 
operatorshp passed to Aera Energy LLC. 

In June 1995, the shut-in Fru Fee property was selected for a DOE Class 3 oil technology 
demonstration. The work to revitalize the property started in October 1995. Initially, this 
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resulted in the renovation of old wells and cyclic production facilities at the site and tlie 
drilling of two new wells, Fru 101 and TO-1. PIX 101 was cored, steam stimulated, then 
put into production. Several old wells in the center of the property were recompleted and 
put into cyclic production to evaluate the feasibility of thermal recovery at this marginal 
site. In January 1997 the project entered its second and principal phase with the p v o s e  
of denionstrating in an 8 acre four-pattern pilot whether stem flood can be an effective 
mode of production of the heavy, viscous oils fEom ma.rgirxd1, low-dip portions of the 
Monarch Sand reservoir where conventional cyclic steaning appeared, €tom prior 
experience, to be non-cornacid. 

The early production success of the pilot and the discovey of significant quantities of oil 
in the Pleistocene Tulare Foimation during the preparation of the steam flood pilot lead 
AWE early in 1998 to expand operations elsewhere in the Pru Fee property. Thirty-seven 
additional wells in the Monarch Sand smoundmg the steam flood pilot were put o i ihe  
iii 1998 and early 1999. By mid-1999 these cyclic wells had reached oil rates in the range 
363 to 381 bopd. In just a year, they had already produced an additional 129.7 MBO 
over and above production from the steam flood pilot. Upon acquiring the property in 
January 1999, Aera Energy LLC began modifications to the infrash-uctwe at Pru Fee and 
all adjacent properties that a year later resulted in conversion of all new "300-series" 
cyclic wells to steani flood patterns. 

As of March 2001, after 49 months of steam flood production of the four-pattern pilot 
and 30-35 months of cyclichtem flood production of the surrounding 10 "300-series" 
patterns, tlie total cumulative production of oil kom the Monarch Sand was 1,066,192 
bbls. More than half (562,366 bbls) of that oil was fkom the four-pattern Pmr Fee steam 
flood pilot; the reminder was fkom 10-pattern array formed by wells drilled in 1998. 

Reservoir siznttlatioiis with geostatistically generated data sets revealed that the initial 
fluid distribution in the reservoir had the must significant impact on the economics of the 
steam flood process. The production strategy adopted in the steam Rood pilot involved 
steam injection within the upper third of the oil column, where the oil saturation (So) is 
greater than 50%, so as to avoid undue loss of heat to water. It was subsequently learned 
fkoni exaninatiun of wells hlled for the "300-series" cyclic to stem flood conversion 
that the '%dial" fluid distributions in the Monarch Sand are h f l y  variable. Optimal 
production requires a more flexible strategy for completion of the injectors tlmn that 
adopted for the pilot. 

It is highly likely that without the incentives to ARC0 Western Energy (AWE) to partner 
with the DOE Class Program in carrying out this oil technology demonstration, the h 
Fee property never would have been brought back into production. Based on historic 
performance and the existing geologic evaluation, it was lmown to be a highly marginal 
property. Yet, in the four and a half years since the initiation of project the total 
production fi-om this 40 acre shut-in tract has gone kom zero to nearly 1,400 bupd. In 
addition, the two operators, AWE and Aem Energy LLC, have invested, wzthozit a DOE 
matching contribution, in a total of 54 new producers external to the steam flood pilot, 10 
new injectors increasing the number of stem flood patterns from 4 to 14, three additional 



temperature observation wells, and the steam generatioddishibution iilfi-astmcture to 
support the expanded operations. Total production from just the Monarch Sand reservoir 
at the Pre Fee property fLom the end of 1995 through March 2001 is f ,066.1 MBO. 

Aem Energy LLC, observing the manner in which the injectors in the four-pattern Pru 
Fee pilot were completed, adopted the concept of a large stand-off &om the OWC in 
injector workovers in the “low dip” portion of the Kendon lease immediately west of Pru 
Fee. The new perforations were placed in the uppermost one-third to one-half of the 
Monarch Sand, well above the OWC and the Sw transition zone, and deeper existing 
perforations sealed. It is reported thdt response fkom the injector workover using the 
recommended standoff fkom the OWC has been outstanding. Increases in oil rates in the 
renovated patterns average 25 bopd per well with a tobl increase being over 900 bopd. 
The OSR increased Erom 0.20 to 0.35 and the water cut improved. 

In order to keep the petroleum industry well informed about the progress and technical 
success of this project members of the project team have pmued a program of proactive 
technology transfer. This has inciuded issuing updates on the project in publications 
likely to be read by thermal recovery operators. Also there have been numerous 
presentations, many invited, at research conferences, technical meetings and professiunal 
conventions. These gatherings have been sponsored by the Petroleum Technology 
Transfer Council (PTTC), the American Associatiun uf‘ Petruleum Geolugists (AAPG) 
and the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE). We even accepted an invitation to 
describe the project at an AAPG- AMGP international research conference on imture 
field development in Veracruz, Mexico. Nomally there were several such professional 
presentations each year of the project. In adchtion, the team has responded to requests by 
individual operators for rqorts and in- house presentations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

General Statement 

A previously idle portion of the Midway-Sunset field, Aera Energy's Pm Fee property, 
has been brought back into comniercial production through tight integration of geologic 
characterization, geostatistical modeling, reservoir simulation, and petroleum 
engkeerhg. This property, shut-in over a decade ago as economically margktial uskig 
conventional cyclic stearning methods, has a 200-300 foot thick oil column in the 
Monarch Sand. However, the sand laclcs effective steam barriers and has a thick water- 
saturation zone above the oil-water contact. These factors require an innovative approach 
to steam flood production design that will balance optimal total oil production against 
economically viable steam-oil ratios and pi-odtlction rates. The methods used in this DOE 
Class III oil technology demonstmtion are accessible to most operators in the Midway- 
Sunset field and could be used to revitalize properties with declinilig productiun of heavy 
oils throughout the region. 

Geologic Setting 

The Midway-Sunset field (Fig. 1-1) is the site of the largest thermal enhanced oil 
recovery operation in the United States. Cyclic, steam flood, hot-water and in situ 
combustion (fm-flood) technologies are utilized on an ongoing basis w i t h  various parts 
of the field (Lemon, 1990). Indeed, them1 enhanced recovery methods, now standard 
in all portions of the field since the early 1960's, are responsible for pulling the field out 
of a steady decline in production (Nilsen et al., 1996). As a consequence of intensive 
application of thermal enhanced recovery methods, production rates increased four- fold 
and currently stand are in excess of 159.0 MBOPD (DOGGR, 2001), i&ng Midway- 
Sumet California's largest oil field and the third largest in North America in tern3 of 
daily production. The scale of the operation is impressive. Over 11,300 wells are 
producing &om an area 21,830 ac in size. Cummulative production fiom the field 
though 2000 is 2,596 MMBO and 563 BCF of gas. Estiinated remaining recoverable 
reserves are in excess of 860 MMBO. A major goal of this project is to further increase 
production and extend the life of the field by encowaging investment in portions of the 
field previously considered economically magna1 for geologic or operational reasons. 

The Midway-Sunset field lies along the up-turned western margin of southern San 
Joaquin Basin (Fig. 2-2) where late Miocene basin-center sands encased in organic-rich 
diatoinite of the Monterey Formation lie close to the suiface covered by just a thin cover 
of Pliocene and Pleistocene fluvial-lacustrine mudstones and sands. The upper Miocene 
sands were emplaced into the basin from the gmitic S a l k  Block immediately west of 
the strike-slip Sand Andreas fault, probably though point-source fm delta systems. In 
the Midway-Sunset field the upper Mocene sand reservoirs are "sedunent dump" debris 
flows and proximal turbidites of considerable thlckness, but irregular lateral continuity. 
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Transpressional growth folds forming adjacent to the tectonically active Sand Andreas 
system guided the basin sands into the synclines on the basin flood, thus creating 
reservoii- "sweet spots" (Fig. 1-3). ?he Pru Fee property is located immedmtely south of 
the Spellacy anticline (Fig. 1-2) in a possible paleo-synclinal trough. 

Although true anticlinal traps are c o m o n  through most of the southern San Joaqum 
Bash, the oil pools h the Midway-Sunset field generally are related to unconformity or 
combination traps (Fig. 1-4). These are controlled by nested unconformities on the east- 
dipping Temblor Range with the top seal being Pleistocene Tulare shales' Pliocene 
Etchegoin shales, or dkato~te mudstone within the upper Monterey Formation itselE 
The diatomite mudstone encasing the sand bodies serves as both the lateral seals and the 
source rock. The trap at the Pix Fee propeity is an uiiconfoimity at the base of Etchegoin 
shales. 

DOE Class 3 Oil Technology Demonstration 

The very poor pefiomance of the property at the time it was shut-in in 1986 and the 
marginal thermal recovery kom a new cyclic test well drilled and operated in 1985 had 
convinced the asset managers that Pru Fee no longer had commercial potential. The low- 
dip of the reservoir (Fig. 1-5) and thin-pay interval (Fig. 1-6) appeared to condemn the 
property to remaining shut-in. The adjacent Kendon lease was being successfully 
produced, but there the &ps of strata were hgh and gravity diainage served as an 
effective mechanism to move stem-heated oils towards the producers. In the low-dip 
strata at Pru Fee, it was thought that this m e c h s m  would not be effective. However, it 
was a goal of the DOE Class 3 oil technology demonstration progam to urge domestic 
operators by example to use innovative, cost- effective methods to extend the commercial 
life of their oil properties. The Pru Fee property, then owned by ARC0 Western Energy 
(AWE), seemed an ideal candidate for a Class 3 project to show how properly managed 
steam flood might provide sufficient reservoir energy to revive this discarded oil asset. If 
successfd, there were at the time the project began 28 additiunal shut-in properties in the 
Midway- Sunset field (Fig. 1 - 1 ; Table 1 - 1 ), all of which were candidates for renovation. 

In June 1995, the shut-in Pru Fee property was selected for a DOE Class 3 oil technology 
demonstration. The work to revitalize the property started in October 1995, Initially, this 
resulted in the renovation of old wells and cyclic production facilities at the site and the 
drilling of two new wells, Pru 101 and TO-1. Pru 101 was cored, steam stimulated, then 
put into production. Several old wells in the center of the property were recompleted and 
put into cyclic productiun to evaluate the feasibility of thermal recovery at this marginal 
site. In January 1997 the project entered iL5 second and principal phase with the purpose 
of demonstrating in an 8 acre four-pattern pilot whether steam flood (Burger et al., 1985) 
can be an effective mode of productiun of the heavy, viscous oils fi-om marginal, low-dip 
portiuns of the Monarch Sand reservoir where conventional cyclic steaming appeared, 
fiom prior experience, to be non- commercial. 
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The early production success of the pilot and the discovery of significant quantities of oil 
in the Pleistocene Tulare Formation during the preparation of the stem flood pilot lead 
AWE early in 1998 to expand operations elsewhere in the Pru Fee property. Thirty-seven 
additional wells in the Monarch Sand surrounding the steam flood pilot were put on line 
in 1998 and early 1999. The wells initially were put into cyclic production because 
sufficient stem production to support steam flood was not available and to mininlize the 
inves-tment to AWE in new infi-asucture immediately prior to the sale of the property to 
Aera Energy LLC. By mid-1999 these cyclic wells had reached oil rates in the range 363 
to 381 bopd. In just a year, they had already produced an additional 129.7 ME30 over and 
above production fi-om the steam flood pilot. This number does not count the additional 
oil produced &om the 20 new cyclic wells in the Tulare Formation in the southern half of 
the Pru Fee property that also came on line in 1998-99. 

Upon acquiring the property in January 1999, Aera Energy LLC began modifications to 
the infrastructure at Prtt Fee and all adjacent properties that a year later resulted in 
conversion of all new "300-series" cyclic wells to steam flood patterns. This DOE Class 3 
oil technology d=munstration was scheduled to end in March 2000, just one year into the 
cyclic production and before the pel-Eollnance of the "3fx)-series" conversion of cyclic 
production to steam flood could be evaluated. In order to gain additional insight into 
optimal uprational strategies at this site, the DOE National Office of Petroleum 
Technology approved a one-year no-cost extension of this project to allow a side-by-side 
comparison of cyclic and steam floud thermal recovery methods and the subsequent 
cyclic- steam flood conversion. 
As of March 2001, after 49 months of steam flood production of the four-pattern pilot 
and 30-35 months of cyclic/stem flood production of the surrounding 10 patterns, the 
total cumulative production of oil &om the Monarch Sand stands at 1,066,192 bbls. 
More than half (562,346 bbls) of that oil was from the four-pattern Pm Fee steam flood 
pilot; the reinainder was from IO-pattern array fomed by wells chilled in 1998. 

Monarch Sand Resewuir 

Heavy oil production at the plu pilot is fi-om the upper Miocene Monarch Sand, part of 
the Belridge Diatomite Meniber of the Monterey Forniation (Gregory, 1996). The pay 
interval is just 1100-1400 R deep. Like other sand bodies within the Monterey 
Formation, it is a deep submarine channel or proximal fan deposit encased in 
diatomaceous mudstone @ink and Hall, 1990; Nilsen, 1996). The sand is derived fi-om 
an elevated portion of the Salinas block, which during the late Miocene lay irnniediately 
to the west of the San Andreas fault just 15 miles to the west of the site (Webb, 1981; 
Ryder and Thoinson, 1989). The top of the Monarch Sand, actually a PlioceneMiocene 
unco~orn%ty, &ps at less than 10" to the southwest. The unconfiorniity bevels downward 
at a very low angle to the northwest across the upper portion of the Monarch Sand body 
(Schamel, 1999). The net pay zone, which averages 220 ft at Pm, thins to the southeast 
as the top of the sand dips through the nearly horizontal oil-water contact (OWC). Tn the 
southeast half of the Pm property a thin wedge of Belridge Diatomite overlies the 
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Monarch Sand beneath the PlioceneiMiocene unconformity providing a somewhat more 
effective steam barrier than the Pliocene Etchegoin Formation, a silty, sandy mudstone. 
However, it is the overlying Etchegoin Forrnatioii hat forms the essential unconformity 
trap for the Monarch Sand reservoir in ths part of the Midway-Sunset Field. 

Average Monarch Sand reservoir characteristics derived from core and the log model 
developed for this project (Schamel et al., 1999) are 31% porosity and 2250 md 
permeabibty. The "initkal" (1995) average oil saturation was estimated to be 59%. 
However, all wells have a relatively thick transition zone of downward decreasing oil 
satumtion in the bottom half of the pay htwdl. The oil I$ both heavy and viscous, about 
13" AH gravity and 2070 cp at the initial (1995) reservoir temperatwe of 100" F. The 
Pru-101 core reveals a dominance of sand-on-sand contacts with only a few relatively 
thin intervals of diatomite and silt. The wire-hne logs in wells penetrating up to 350 ft of 
the reservoir also suggest that the Monarch Sand at this site is essentially a single sand 
body with interspersed remnants of diatomite beds, rather t h n  thin stacked sand bodies 
encased diatomite. 

Reservoir slmdations with geostatistically generated data sets (Schamel, 1 999) revealed 
that the initial fluid distribution in the reservoir had the most significant impact on the 
economics of the steam flood process. The initial fluid dstribution was determined by 
h e  placement of the oil-water contact and the resulting transition zone in the resei-voir. 
The production strategy adopted in the steam flood pilot involved steam injection within 
the upper tlhird of the oil column, where the oil satmation (So) is greater than 50%, so as 
to avoid undue loss of heat to water. It was subsequently learned fkom examination of 
wells drrlled for the "300-series" cyclic to steam flood conversion that the "initial" fluid 
distributions in the Monarch Sand are highly variable. Optimal production requires a 
flexible strategy for completion of the injectors than that targets stem towards the oil- 
rich portions the reservoir, where ever that may be. 
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Figure 1-1: Mup of the Midway-S'uP.Eset$dd shawiqg Iucatim of the Fru Fee property 
and other lemes shut-in at the start qfdhe project. 
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Table 1 4  
Shut-in leases in the Hidway-Sunset field in 1995 prior to the Class 3 project 

24 25 32s 23E ALTOONA CHAPARRAL 30 N 
25 25 325 23E T.W. BERRY 10 N 
26 36 32s 23E LlLLY FEE SHELL 30 N 
27 36 32s 23E MOCO36 MOBIL 20 N 
28 36 325 23E UNIT No. 4 CHEVRON 20 N 
29 36 32s 23E PRUFEE ARC0 40 N 

2234 
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Figure 6-2: Tup Monter-ey Formation structure map showing the position qf'the Midwuy- 
S~lnset~fieltk along the upturned eastern edge qf the Temblor Range. The trunspressional 
anticlines form muny qf the mejar uil and gas-fields in the southern Sun Joaquin Basin. 
In the Midwuy-sunset field they combine with nested uncocformities to form combination 
t r q s ,  and more sign$kxmtly in the lute Miocane they concentrated thick sand bodies in 
synclinal troughs, such us that occupied by the Pru Fee asset south ofthe Spe lk~ j?  
anticline. Modified afier Webb (1977 
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Figure 1-3: Depositional model for ztpper Miocene sumd bodies within structurul 
depressions on the western side ofthe Sun Joaquin Basin. The Monarch Sand, the 
reservoir at Pru Fee, is one of the Spetlacy sands. From Gregory (1996). 

Figwe 1-4: Typical cross section thruugh the Midway-Sunset field showing the role qf 
nested unconformities in trapping shallow: heuvy oil pools (gmen) within the upper 
Miucene Spellacy and older sands (J?ellotv). 
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Figure 1-5: Structure of the top of the Muna7-ch Sand reservoir at Pru Fee showing the 
very low dip, about W S E ,  which is seen us a major impediment to gravity drainage of' 
heated oil towards producers. This is the mechanism responsible jor success in the high- 
dip portions efthe Kendon Eeuse southwest of Pru Fee. 
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Figure 1-6: Original AWE map of the thickness of the Monarch Sand pay intewdl 
prepared before the start of the DUE Class 3 project. The thin pay was considered a 
seriotrs producibility problem of this asset. However, towards the end of the project the 
actual thickness of pay was found to be about 80 ft greater than that shown in this map 
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Chapter 2 

History of Oil Production at Pru Fee 

Introduction 
The Midway-Sunset field was discovered prior to 1880. The original 13 wells di-illed on 
the Pru Fee property in the early 1900's were operated on primary production by 
Banldine Oil Company prior to 1959, then Signal Oil Company mtil 1969-1970, when 
infill drilltng and cyclic steaming was initiated by the Temieco Oil & Gas Company. 
During the half century of prirnary production nearly 1.8 MMBO (Table 2-1) was 
produced from the Pru Fee property, 114 to 151 MI30 per well, but production declined 
steadily reaching insignificant quantities by the late 1960's. Cyclic steaming was 
partially successful in extracting the r e m a k g  viscous 13" API oil until the Fru property 
was shut down 111 19x6 as uiieconoinic. Total secondary recovery fi-om the 40-acre site 
peaked at about 300 BQFD in 1972, but by the time the property was shut-in it had 
dropped to less than 10 BOPD. A total of just over 0.6 MML30 was recovered Erom the 
Munarch Sand during the less than two decades of initial them1 recovery. A R C 0  
Western Energy (AWE) acquired the property in 1988 along with various producing 
properties in the Midway-Sunset field. 

The very poor perfimnmce of the property at the time it was shut-in and the marginal 
t h m a l  recovery €rom a new cyclic test well drilled and operated in 1985 had convinced 
the AWE management that Pru Fee no longer had commercial potential. The low-dip of 
the reservoir and thin-pay interval appeared to condemn the property to renlaining shut- 
in. However, successful oil production in the adjacent high-dip Kendon lease lead an 
AWE reservoir engineer, Robert Swain, to draft a steam flood recovery strategy for Pru 
Fee. Although reviewed annually in the early 1990's by AWE management, the plan for 
restarting oil production on Pru Fee was never approved. It was this in-house document 
that served as the basis for the Class 3 proposal submitted by the University of Utah to 
the DOE in June 1993. An AWE condition for pdrticipdtion in the oil technology 
demonstration was that the University would take the lead as prime contractor and 
manage the project. The pruject's goal w a  to demonstmte the feasibility of restoring 
shut-in thermal recovery operations within the super-giant Midway- Sunset field and 
similar heavy oil properties in California. In early 1994 the project, a collaborative effort 
by the University, AWE and the Utah Geological Sui-vey, was approved by the DOE. 
Even as the project got underway in 1995 there was lingering skepticism w i t h  AWE 
management of its ultimate success. 

The overall progression of oil production fi-om the Pru Fee propeity can be summarized 
in terns of six distinct stages, two preceding this DOE-sponsored oil technology 
demonstdon and four during the project: 

Stage I (1912-1970): P r i m q  production fi-om 13 wells operated by the B d h e  Oil 
Company and subsequently Signal Oil Comapny. 
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Sfuge 2 (1966-1986): Initial tliennal 1-ecovery fi-om 16 cyclic producers operated by the 
Tenneco Oil & Gas Company; following the less than two decades of operation the 
entire Piu Fee property was shut-in. 
Stage 3 (1995-1996): The DOE Class 3 oil demonstdon project begim with a feasibility 
study and cyclic testing of rehbished wells. 
Stage 4 (1997-present): The DOE Class 3 project continues with a hll steam flood 
demonstratiun in an 8 acre four-pattern 'pilot' at the center of the property. 
Stage 5 (I998-1999): A R C 0  Western Energy drills 37 new cyclic producers on the 
property surrounding the existing pilot; production from these wells is monitored as part 
of the overall oil dmonstmtion project. 
stage 6 (2OOfl-presentj: Aera Energy LLC converts all of the property to steam flood 
using the existing AWE cyclic producers and adding on-site steam generating capacity 
and 10 new injectors. 

Table 2-1 
Volumes of oil and water produced from the Monarch Sand reservoir, volumes of 

cyclic or flood steam injected, and performance factors through March 2001. The 
volumes are separated by stage of development described above. 

Totals = 3,457,654 3,555,061 3,704,669 6,781,495 

Total production from the Monarch Sand through March 2001 had reached 3.46 MMBO. 
The production during the seven decades prior to the start of the Class 3 project was 2.39 
m o ,  or 22% of the estimated 10.84 -0 or@nd oil in pfdce (OOP). In just over 
€our years of operation since the restoration of thermal recovery at Pru Fee in 1997 an 
additional 1 .U7 MMBO has been produced, or 10% of OOP. 

Primary Production on the Pru fee Property (Stage 1) 

The early history of production at Pm (Fig. 2- 1) was researched in 1997 by Kevin Olsen 
using the ARC0 Western Energy files. The 13 wells produced by the Bankline Oil 
Company were distributed rather uniformly across the northem two-thirds of the 40 ac 
Pru property (Fig. 2-2). Just four wells - Pru-6, Pru-7, Pru- 10, and Pni- 1 1 - were located 
within the area of the current stearn flood pilot. Although the net pay w i t h  the Monarch 
Said reservoir is greatest in the northwest coiner of the property and decreases to the 
southeast, there is no clear correlation between net pay and the cumulative production per 
well. The cumulative oil and water production by well for the period 1912-1970 is 
presented in Table 2-2. The oil-water contact rises stratigraphically eastward across the 
property. Accordingly, the wells on the east and southeast side of the property show 
hgher cmulative water production (Figure 2-3) and lower oil-water ratios ( O m ;  Table 
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2-2). This contrast in water production is well illustrated by comparing the production 
decline curves for -1 (Figure 2-4) in the northwest corner of the property and Pru-11 
(Figure 2-5) in the southeast. 
Production was entirely pritnary with a solution gas drive. As a comequence, the total 
production rate declined gradually during the century, finally in 1970 reaching less than 
10 BOPD (Figure 2- 1). During the later part of the prhnary production the rates of water 
production began to rise, in some wells nearly equaling the rates of ail production. 
However, this was only in the last decades of primary production. The cumulative oil 
productian (Table 2-2) reached 1,789,918 bbls j s t  prior to the wells being shut in. The 
average total prknary production per well was 137,686 bbls and the range was f 14,235 to 
I5 1,l IO bbls, It is h o w  that gas was produced, but there are no records of the quantity. 
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Figure 2- I :  Primary production decline in the 13 Bunkline wells on the Pru property. 
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Figure 2-2: Location qfthe 13 Bunkline Oil Company wells on the Pru Fee propro?. 
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Table 2-2: Cumulative production, performance factors and dates for the thirteen 
Bankhe Oil Company wells at Rsl Fee during the period 1912 through 1970. 

136,1811 17,0471 0.11 I 7.99 I Oct-14 I Dec-69 I 

145,4871 18,9601 0.12 I 7.67 I Aug-15 I Apr-70 I 
125,1861 75,2371 0.38 I 4.66 I JuI-15 I Apr-70 I 

Tota I I ,789,918 337,703 
Avg/well 137,686 25,977 0.15 9.05 

Figure 2-3: Bubble map of cumulative primary oil vs. water production from the thirteen 
Bunkline wells. Nute the higher relative water production in the wells on the east and 
southeast parts uf the property. Units are thousands uf barrels. 
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Figure 2-4: Prodtictiurn decline curve fur the P r d  well in the morthwest corner qf the 
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Figure 2-5: Production decline curve jor  the Pru-I I well in the southeast portion o j  the 
Pru Fee pruperty. The Muter cut over the life qf this well is 0.37. The tutal production 
of 125.2 MBO is among the lowest of the group. 
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Initial Thermal Recovery Operations (Stage 2) 

Thermal enhanced recovery projects in the Midway-Sunset field began on a small-scale 
in 1993 and in the Monarch Sand resei-voir first in 1995 (DOGGR, 1998). However, it 
was only in late 1996 and early 1997 that the frst cautious efforts at cyclic steam EOR 
began at the Fru Fee property by the Signal Oil Company. Two new wells, h 1 2  and 
Pru-13, were positioned along the western side of the property (Figure 2-6), offset fioni 
existing primary producers. These wells appear to have been experimental n that Pru- 12 
was &st cycled in December 1966 shortly after conipletion, but Pru- l ?  was operated in 
primdry until February 1970. Interestingly, Pm13 performed better during this period 
than did the cycled Pru- 12 well, 13,983 bbls vs. 9,130 bbls. 

substantidl chmges in operations followed sale of the property to the Tenneco 011 and 
Gas in 1969. Between December 1969 and April 1970 all of the original under- 
performing producers were shut-in and Pru-13 was cycled. In addition, 13 new wells 
were drilled, completed and put on cyclic EOR between August 1970 and April 1972 
(Table 2-3). In general, these new wells were of&et from the abandoned primary 
producers by 100-200 ft, but occupied much the same area of the property. None of the 
primary producers were cycled. 

Table 2-3: Cumulative production and steam injection volumes for 16 wells operated 
as cyclic steam producers during the period of initial thermal recovelry. 

Totals 601,544 1,477,889 1,692,466 0.39 0.37 0.73 

The group of new cyclic well responded quickly to cyclic steaming redching maximum 
project rates in excess of 8000 bopm (270 bopd) within the first year (Figure 2-7). Soon 
thereafter (1974-75) the rates had dropped to about 4,000 bopm (135 bopd). From that 
point forward in t h e  there was a very gradual decline in production such that by 1985, 
the h a 1  full year of operation of the wells, production had dropped to 200-300 bopm (7- 
10 bopd). It is possible that the decline 111 production was accelerated by the management 
practices of the wells. In the frst years of operation (1971-75) the wells were cycled 
frequently and with large volumes (20,000-40,000 bspm) of steam, but in all successive 
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years cycling was inlkequent and less than 10,000 bsprn. Steam treatments ended totally 
in February 1982. It should be noted, however, that oil rates had fallen off dramatically 
even while Teimeco was pursuing an aggressive thermal EOR program. 

With the new wells alternating between injection of steam and hot water and production 
of fluids, it is not surprising that the water cuts fkom the wells would be considerably 
higher than tlut of the primary wells. The average water cut for all cyclic wells (Table 2- 
3) over the less than two decades of production is 0.73, but the range from well to well is 
considerable, 0.64 to 0.80. This is equivalent to an average OWR of 0.37, and a rdnge of 
0.24 to 0.57. As might be expected the largest water cuts (and total wdter volumes) are 
associated with wells in the southeastern portion of the property (Figure 2- 8). 

Over the life of the initial thermal recovery operation 1,477.9 Mbbls of steam was 
injected to produce 401.5 Mbbls of heavy oil and 1,492.5 Mbbls of water. Total oil 
production per well varied by just a factor of two (Table 2-3), €rom a low of 22.2 Mbbls 
(Pru-D1) to a high of 52.4 Mbbls (Pm-13). There is no systemtic spatial variation in 
total well oil production, as there is for water. The same is true for the OSR, which 
varies between 0.29 (Fm-D1) and 0.52 (Fm-12). The average OSR of 0.39 is a very 
favorable, but with increasingly low oil rates of little significance to the economics of the 
operation. The total volunies of steam injected in each well is depicted in Figure 2-9. A 
representative set of steam injection and fluid production curves for the life of a single 
representative well (Pm 12) is shown in Figure 2- 10. 

For reasons that are not clear, Pnt-533 was dtrlled very close to Pru-B2 in February 1985, 
cycled twice and then shut-in after only a year in operation. From the standpoint of oil 
production the well was a technical failure, hit it can be argued that the test was far too 
short. By this time all of the wells on the property were being shut down, a process 
started in April 1984 and completed in May 1986. In 1988 this Tenneco fee property, 
together with niany others still operating, was sold to A R C 0  Western Energy. 
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Figure 2-6: Map showing the thermal recovery wells upernting during the period 1966- 
1986. Most of the wells were put on-line between late I970 and early 1972. The shaded 
wells are the original primary pruducers shut-in between December I969 and April 
1970. 
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Figure 2-7: Production decline curvesfor all 16 Tenneco cyclic wells and the large water 
sits once steam injection began in earnest in lute 1970. The last welt M ~ Y  shut-in in Muy 
1996. 
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Figure 2-8: Bubble map showing the relative quantities of oil vs. Mater produced by 
each ofthe initial thermal recovery welk operating between 1966 and 1986. The wells in 
the east and south produced slightly less oil, but considerably more wuter than those 
the northwest part yf the property. 

Figure 2-9: Bubble nzap showing the total quantities qfsteam injeeted into each qf the 16 
initiul thervlzal recovery wells uprating in the period 1966-1 986, The d@erences in 
produced volumes (Figure 2-8) cannot be explained by the d@xmces in steam injected. 
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Figure 2-1 0: Fluids production and steam injection cumes.for u representative cjxlic 
thermal well, Pru-12, located in the westem part of the pruperty. This well was cycled 
six tinies between 1966 nnd 1978, and continued tuproduce.for six additionnl yews 
w i t h  zit additional steam injection, 
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DUE-sponsored Oil Demonstration Project 

General statement 
The DUE-sponsored Class 3 oil denionstration project proceeded in two separate phases. 
Phase 1 was an 18-month feasibility study to evaluate the techcal and economic 
viability of the proposal to operate the property in steam floud. This study involved 
pxallel activities of a comprehensive reservoir characterization, production simulation 
and economic modeling investigation together with cyclic steaming baseline tests (Phase 
3) of renovated existing and a new well on site. Once the feasibility of the project was 
demonstrated, an actual field deinoixtration could occur. Initially, this activity was 
planned to be a single steam flood pilot (Phase 4) near the center o€ the property that 
would have ended early iii the year 2000. However, the early success of the pilot lead to 
AWE drilling many additional cyclic producers (Phase 5 )  surrounding the pilot, and 
ultimately to Aera Energy putting the entire property on steam flood (Phase 6). The 
closing date of the project was extended until March 2001 in order to monitor the results 
of the adhtional thermal EOR activities on the property. 

Cyclic steam baseline tests (Stage 3) 
The Pru propei-ty had been operated ahnost continuously for over 70 years prior to being 
shut-in in 1986. As a consequence there were many old wells and support facilities in 
various states of disrepair at the site. In preparation for the Phase 3 cyclic injection and 
production baseline tests, the site was resurveyed, an existing PLC panel was upgraded 
with new dynamic surveillance sobare, many of the flowlines were replaced and the 
production header was repaired and modified. In addition, a nearby idle freshwater 
knockout (FWKO) was converted to the Pru wet lact; the old Pru wet lact was converted 
to a well tester. Provisions were made for produced fluids to go through an existing 
pipeline to a wet oil metering facility on the adjacent AWE Kendon lease, and then 
processed through the Kendon tank facility. Clean oil volumes were allocated back to the 
appropriate properties. Casing vent gases were taken also to the Kendon lease for 
processing at compressor site K- 1. 

Eight idle wells on the shut-in Pru Fee demonstration site were impected, repaired and 
equipped as injectiodproduction wells to be used in the baseline testing. In adchtion, a 
new production well, Pm 101, and a temperature observation well, TO- I, near the center 
of the denionstration site were planned, permitted and drilled. The wells were completed 
and equipped in late September, 1995. A core through the Monarch Sand reservoir was 
removed from the new producer, PIX-101, with over 80% recovery. The location of the 
wells involved in the cyclic baseline testing are shown in Figure 2- 11. By the end of 
Fdnuary 1996, all major work for the initial baseline testing on the Pru property was 
successfilly implemented. The site work was carried out under the supervision of Rub& 
Swain of AWE. 

The fxst phase of baseline cyclic steaming began in November 1995 and was continued 
into early 1996. IAiring the first round, 70,000 barrels of steam was injected into 9 wells 
near the center of the Pru Fee property. Production peaked at about 90 bbldday shortly 
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after the close of the first rouii4 but within a period of weeks had dropped back to about 
70 bbldday. The lower than 
expected flow rates from h e  n&rbished wells is attributed to completion problems that 
were investigated in subsequent steam cycles. Two of the older wells came back cold 
Immediately after steaming indicating a problem with either steam ahcation among the 
several wells in the test or loss of stearn to h&er stratigraphc intervals. 

Production was dominantly fkom the new PmlUl well. 
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Figure 2-11: May qf the Pru Fee property showing location of the eight rejbrbished 
producers, the new Pru-101 producer and the single temperature ohemution well, TO-1. 

The initial stearn cycle demonstrated the need tu better monibr both the flow of steam to 
individual wells and the penetration of steam into the reservoir at each well. The second 
round of steaming was begun in March 1996 mder closer monitokg. This involved 
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injecting one well at a time and surveying the formation intervals penetrated using 
radioactive tracers. 

One of the main objectives of Phase 1 was to return the Fru Fee property to economic 
production and establish a baseline productivity with cyclic steaming. By the end of June 
1996, all producers: acept well P m  101, had been cyclic steamed two times. Each steani 
cycle was approxhately 10,000 barrels of steam (BS) per well. No mechanical problems 
were found in the existing old wellbores. 

After the first round of steam cycles it was readily apparent that the new Pru- 101 well 
was producing much better than the old existing Pru wells. In fact, two of the old 
producers had no response at all to the first steam cycle. There were several possible 
explanations for the difference in perhmance, including (a) error in steam measurement 
andor allocation, @) misplacement of steam in the reservoir, and (c) formation damage 
in the older wells. 

Figure 2-12: A typical vertical steam entry pro@ that indicates all of the steam iLy being 
coqfined to the Munarch reservoir with mu& of the heat distributed above the tubing tail, 
as expected. 

h each of the second steam cycles, only one well at a time was steamed using a single 
dedicated steam generatur to make sure that the measured volume of steam was xcurate. 
Injection tracer surveys (Fig. 2-12) also were run in each well during the cycle tu 
determine the vertical profile of steam entry into the reservoir. The surveys indicated 
some variability of vertical profiles fkom well to well. However, none of the profiles 
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appeared to be particullarly ufiavorable from the standpoint of heat distribution. There 
were no obvious small thief zones taking all the steam, leaving the rest of the interval 
udiea ted. 

These initial attempts to restart production on the property demonstrated convincingly 
that the reservoir would respond with cornrnercially acceptable per-well oil rates. New 
producers and start-up of steam flood would only enhance production. The integrated 
reservoir characterization and production simulation study predicted gross expected 
reserves at a realistic economic limit for an 8-ac four-pattern pilot alone of 550 MBO. 
This recoverable reserve estimate was derived fbm the oil rates simulated for a four- 
pattern array in the center of the Pru Fee property using a Yspot, no cycles steam flood 
base case. This base case used a constant steam rate of 300 bspd per injector (1200 bspd 
for the entire pilot) over the life of the project. The simulation predicted an initial 10 
bopd for new wells, mmping up to 29 bopd (320 bopd for entire pilot) in 16 months. The 
production would remain relatively flat for 28 months, then start declining hmonically 
at 40% towards the economic limit. 

With a projected S1,900,000 goss capital investment for installing the four-pattern pilot, 
the project had an estimated PW 10 of $ 1, 177,000 and rate of return of 49% based on non- 
inflated economics. The projected production cost per barrel of oil would be S2.89. 
Target additional recoverable reserves from the 40 ac property were estimated to be 2.75 
MMBO or greater. Considering such favorable project economics, both A R C 0  Western 
Energy and the Department of Energy agreed to carry the project forward intu the full 
Class 3 oil technology deinonstration phase. 
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The steam flood pilot {Stage 4) 
In January 1997 the project entered its second and main phase with the purpose of 
demonstrating whether steam flood can be a more effective mode of production of the 
heavy, viscous oils frcm the low-dip Monarch Sand reservoir than the more cowentional 
cyclic stearning. The objective was not just to restore production fi-om the pilot site 
within the Pru Fee property, but to test which production parameters optimize oil 
recovery at economically acceptable production rates of and costs. 

Dwing tl-c period Jan~mry 19 though April 11, 18 new wells (Table 2-4) were drilled and 
completed at the 8 ac pilot near the center of the Pm property (Fig. 2- 13). Together with 
Pru-101, which was drilled in 1995 during the evaluation phase of the project, and eght 
older wells renovated and put on cyclic production at the start of the project, these wells 
form a four- fold, nine-spot well pattern. The older wells used were E% 1, 5 33, B3, 12, C- 
2 ,  (2-3, D3 and D2. Each injector is surrounded by 8 producers located at the comers 
and middle edges of a square. Four squares are joined to form a larger square 
approximately 600 R by 700 R, or about 8 ac in size. Along the north edge of the army, a 
producer is missing from the ideal array between wells 533 and 201. The need to 
accornmodate existing wells into the array has resulted in a depaiku-e fiom an ideal 
Cartesian spacing of the wells. About half of the producers, those in the interior of the 
array are 111 potential comnmication with two or more injectors. In addition to the 24 
wells in the production amy, there are four temperature observation wells, each 
positioned within 80-180 A: of an injector. One of the temperature observation wells, Pru 
TO- 1, was drilled during the initial phase of the project to monitor cyclic steaming in 
Pru-101. 

The injector and temperature observation wells were drilled and conipleted in a similar 
fashion. A 6.5 in hole was directionally drilled to about 1 0  R below the projected oil- 
water contact (UWC) and Schlumberger Ylatjionn Ex-r.ess run in the open hole. A 3.5 in 
casing was positioned fbm the surhce to the base of the hole (TU), baffled at a depth 32 
ft  above TD, and cemented in place. The circulation and casing of the wells was done by 
Hallibwton. The casing in the injectors was perforated (Table 2-5) at six locations about 
10 ft apart. This 47 to 4U ft  interval of perforations was positioned 131 to 202 ft above 
the OWC and 39 to 47 R below the top of the Monarch sand. The purpose of the large 
offset from OWC was to avoid the injection of steam, an expensive commod~ty, into the 
low So lower parts of the Monarch Sand reservoir. This thermal recovery strategy is 
evaluated in Chapter 6, 

Drilling and completion of the producers was more complicated. A 9 7/8 in hole wds 
directionally drilled to a depth approximdtely 100 R below the projected OWC. 
Schlmberger P/afuma Express was run in the open hole. A 7.0 in solid casing (23# J-55 
LTC) was inserted to a depth about 25 ft  below the top of the Monarch Sand, cemented in 
place and a 7 in wellhead installed The float and cement at the base of the solid casing 
was drilled out and tlie remainder of the open hole though the Monarch Sand to TD was 
reamed out to a 13.0 in diameter. A 5.5 in liner was inserted inside of he casing to a 
depth 5 to 50 A above TD and packed in place with 8 x 12 gravel. Gravel also fills the 
hole below the hole below the bottom of the liner to TD. The upper section of the liner 
above the base of the casing and the lower section €?om 30 R above the QWC to the 
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lower end is bl& A short segment near the base of the casing is semi-perforated. The 
remaining section of liner, the longer section through the Monarch Sand, is slotted. 
Within one or two weeks after release of the rig, tubing, rods and a p u p  were installed 
and the well run on production. 

Each producer was prirned by steming before putting in full production mode. The 
target s tem volume was 8,000 BS and the taget rate 1,000 BSPD. However, the actual 
steam rates varied from 650 to 1,250 BSPD. Generally, the wells were soaked for 2 
weeks after the steam jobs. The priming of the new producers began in March and was 
completed by the end of May, 1997. By mid-April 1997 all of the producers had been 
primed and all of the facilities were in place to begin injection within the four-fold, nine- 
spot array of the 33x1 pilot. At the end of April injection began with a target rate of 300 
barrels of steam per day (bspd) for each of the four injectors. In actuality, the rates have 
been n the imge 250 to 300 bspd. In three of the injectors the initial injection pressure 
was about 600 psi, dropping gradually over a 6 to 8 week period to a relatively stable 
300-350 psi. However, in Pru 12-2, the initial injection pressure of 500 psi boppedvery 
quickly to plateau at 300-350 psi. 

The Schlmberger Ylutfurm Express runs include array induction, SP, temperature, 
density, neutron density, and ganma ray logs. 

In Fall 1995, as the fmt phase of the project began, eight (8) old production wells were 
renovated and a new producer, plu 101, was blled. After a-n iiitial cycle of steaming in 
the period of October-December 1995, all nine wells were put on production (Fig. 2-15) 
as the cyclic baseline test. The eight old wells are those now included in the pilot m y  
described above. Initial production, except fiom Pru 101, was generally poor. The wells 
were steamed again in February-May 1996, and yet again in July-August 1996. In 
general, rates improved during this period of repeated stinidation and continued 
production. During the cyclic test period, production averdged for the total group of nine 
wells about 70 BOD, ranging Eom 3 to 10 BOD/well for the old wells and about 15 BOD 
for Pm 101. The average production rate for the nine cyclic producers through the end of 
1996 was about 8 BOD/well. The total production rate had begun to decline in the last 
months of 1996. 

In the period Jamary 1 1 through April 1 1, 1997 eleven (1 1) new producers were diilled. 
Each was primed by steaming in turn during March-May and immediately put into 
production. The fluid rates fiom the %acre four-pattei-n steam flood pilot are show1 in 
Figure 2-15. During the initial phase of evaluation of the project fiom late 1995 through 
early 1997, oil rates fiom niainly renovated cyclic wells averaged 65 BOPD. Soon after 
the steam flood pilot began in February-March 1997, oil rates rose dramatically reachmg 
a maximum of 424 BOPD July 1997. The skdrp increase production can, in part, be 
attributed to the increase in the nuniber of producers fi-om nine to twenty and the fact that 
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Figure 2-13: Production array for the Cy ac four-pattern pilot steam. flood denionstration 
near the center ofthe Pru Fee pvopery. The property is a total Uf40 ac in size and the 
array qfpilot wells occupies a Lspace approxiniately 600$ by dOO$. Producers are solid 
black circles, injec fors are redyilled circles, and the temperature observation wells are 
green -filled sg uares. 
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Table 2-4 

ARC0 Western Energy Pru Property: Section 36 Township 32s Range 23 E 

Wells Drilled for the 8 ac Pilot Demonstration in Center of Propert 

Spud Date Prod. Dat 
Pru 101 
Pru 201 
Pru 202 
Pru 203 
Pru 204 
Pru 205 
Pru 206 
Pru 207 
Pru 208 
Pru 209 
Pru210 
Pru 21 1 
Pru 12-1 
Pru I 2-2 
Pru I 2-3 
Pru 12-4 
Pru TO-1 
Pru TO-2 
Pru TO-3 
Pru TO-4 

04030-04475 
04030-071 15 
04030-071 14 
04030-071 13 
04030-071 12 
04030-071 I 1  
04030-071 7 0 
04030-071 09 
04030-071 08 
04030-071 07 
04030-071 06 
04030-071 05 
04030-07 I 5 I 
04030-071 52 
04030-071 53 
04030-071 54 
04030-04476 
04030-071 55 
04030-071 56 
04030-071 57 

9/16/95 
1 /I 9/97 
1/27/97 
219/97 
216/97 

2/13/97 
2/20/97 
3/13/97 
2/9/97 

2/25/97 
3/8/97 
311 /97 

2/17/97 
1/24/97 
3/11 /97 
316/97 

9/14/95 
1 / I  7/97 
2/22/97 
3/4/97 

1011 1/95 
21 1 3/97 
41 1 1 197 
2125197 
211 5197 
317197 
3128197 
3/30/97 
3/4/97 

3/24/97 
3130197 
3123197 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

1402 
1512 
1500 
1497 
1476 
1468 
1483 
1452 
1462 
1482 
1400 
1415 
1471 
1486 
1464 
1441 
1529 
1529 
1485 
1434 

1394 
1429 
1383 
1418 
1393 
1383 
1399 
1371 
1372 
1398 
1380 
1355 
1383 
1393 
1381 
1359 
1 394 
1445 
1398 
1355 

Table 2-5 

Deptbs of Perforations in Injector Wells in the Pibf Demonsfrfafion 

WeU IIyarne Top Monarch Perforations [fir 

Pru 12-1 1057 1104 1116 1123 1134 1142 1160 

Pru 12-2 1088 1127 1136 1142 1150 1160 1174 

P ~ u  12-3 1103 1149 1164 1177 1183 1200 1209 

P ~ u  12-4 1106 1150 1163 1178 1185 1198 1206 

Note: ,411 we// depths are in feet- down hole, not ND. 

1381 
1416 
1370 
1405 
1380 
1370 
1386 
1358 
1359 
1385 
1367 
1342 
1370 
1380 
1368 
1346 
1381 
1432 
1385 
1342 

Q!Mum 

1355 

1362 

1358 

1331 
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Figure 2-13: Daily rates offluids produced .from and injected in the Jbur-patters Pru 
Fee sfearn flood pilot. Prior fo early 1997 a srnull yuclnfily of oil wus produced in fhe 
cyclic baseline testing. 

the pefiornimce of the new wells is consistently better than the old renovated wells (Fig. 
2-14). However, the we1 average jumped from about 8 BOD to nearly 20 BOD with the 
onset of the pilot steam flood. Mer the initial spike the oil ryates fell off slightly to 
maintain a general range of 300 to 370 BOPD through the latter half of 1997 and all of 
1998. However, production ilates fell below 300 BOPD at the time of the transfer of 
operatorship and €or all o€ 1999 and the first two months of 2000 they were in the general 
raige 250 to 3 10 BOPD. 

The drop in oil rates is a consequence of infrastructure improvements to the site 
undertaken by Aera Energy LLC. The new construction, in part, brought additional 
steam to Pru Fee fiom the adjacent Kendon lease so as to cycle the new “300-series” 
wells more rapidly and bring up reservoir temperature in the Monarch Sand across the 
entire property more quickly. During ths period, fluids fi-om Pm Fee were being routed 
to processing facilities on the MOCO property. There they were cornmingled with fluids 
fiom all adjacent leases, then metered. By lite February 2000, a new dedicated metering 
system for the Pru Fee property was operational. Immediately oil rates increased 
dramatically fkom 285.6 bupd in February to 444.2 bopd in March. The sharp increase 
c m o t  be fully attributed to inaccurate metering dwing the year prior to March 2000. At 
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least some portion of the increase might be explained by a favorable response of pilot 
producers to the onset of steam flood in the surrounding "300-series" patterns. 

The oil rates continued to rise into the second quarter of 2000 to exceed 500 bopd, a rate 
sustained through March 2001 during which the average rate was 600 bopd A slightly 
higher average oil rate of 610.9 was reached in September 2000. The average per 
producer oil rate increased fi-on1 less than 20 bopd prior to March 2000 to about 30 bopd. 
The higher oil rates were sustained even thou& a year of unuslllfilly low steam injection 
rates in the pilot patterns (Fig. 2- 15). 
The steam flood performance factors (Fig. 2-16), the oil-steam (OSR) and oil-water 
( O m )  ratios, have been fdvorable through the duration of the stem flood, except in 
1999 when the actual produced volumes (Fig. 2- 15) may have been under-reported. Both 
measures of performance have greatly improved since Mach 2000. 

Through March 2001 the four-pattern Pru Fee steam flood pilot had produced a total 
533,391 bbls of oil. To produce this volume of oil 1,468,374 bbls of steam was injected 
into the four injector wells and an additional 443,824 used in cyclic stimulation of the 
producers. About 30% of the total steam injected was used to stimulate the producers. 
The OSR for the entire pilot steam flood is 0.28. The volume of wafer produced fi-om the 
steam flood pilot is 2,749,265; the OWR is 0.19. The steam flood oil volume is in 
addition to the 28,975 bbls produced in 1995-96 in the cyclic baseline testing. 
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Figure 2-16: PerJbrmance ratios for the steam $bod pilot through the entire period uf 
the Class 3 project. Note the fizvorable performance during the initial steam =flood 
period, 1997-98, the degraded performance during 1999, and the very good pecfurmance 
(USR = 0.4 toU.6) ctfter the entire property is converted tu stennzjlood early in 2000. 
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Expansion of Production (Stage 5 and 6) 
The early production success of the Pru steam flood pilot and the discovery of significant 
quantities of heavy oil in the Pleistocene Tulare Formation during the preparation of the 
pilot lead A R C 0  Western Energy (AWE) early in 1998 to expand operation elsewhere in 
the Pnz Fee property. The 37 "300-series" wells drilled thruughout 1998 (Table 2-6) 
surround the €owpattern steam flood pilot on the south, west, north and northeast (Fig. 
2- 17). Only the southeast comer of the 40 acre property, where the Monarch Sand pay is 
considerably less than 200 ft, was not drilled The wells were drilled, completed, primed 
and put on line in cyclic mode in thee phases: six wells in J a n w ,  an additional six 
wells in May, and the remaining 25 wells in the period August tlur>u@ October. By 
January 1999, when Aera Energy LLC began operating the property, only 28 producers 
had been primed and were on line pig. 2- 18). It was not until late spring-early summer 
that the entire goup of "300-series" wells were producing. 

..... 

Figure 2-1 7: Location uf'the 3 7 "300- series '' wells drilled &wing 1998. first to szpport 
cyclic thermal recovery (Stage 5) and then early in 2000 converted ro steamJlood arrays 
(stage 6). 
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Figztre 2-18: OperatioPzat histmy qf "300-series" wells being steam cyckd or produced 
in each naonth since Jantiaiy 1998. The wells were brought iatu 10 new steam .flood 
patterns (see # injectors) that operuted without interruptioPz after Junuury 2000 

Initially all of the wells were completed as producers to be cyclic steamed. The wells 
were drilled and completed by nearly the same procedures as used for the pilot producers, 
but with one significant diffei-eiice. To lower the capital cost of the new "30O-series" 
producers the wells were "open-hole" completions. That is, they were not reamed out to 
a 13 in &meter through the Monarch Sand pay interval and the hole was not gravel 
packed. The slotted liner was merely inserted into the initial 10 in hole throujjh the 
Monarch Sand and cemented in place top and bottom. As will be seen, this decision to 
cut initial operational costs has had substantial hipact on the producibility and 
profitability of the wells. 

In addition to the 37 new wells drilled into the Monarch Sandstone, 20 wells were drilled 
into the heavy oil saturated intervals in the shallower Tulare Formation. These wells are 
designated "TPxxx". For the most pait the wells ai-e clustered in the southwest quadimt 
of the Pru Fee property, overlapping only the southern edge of the steam flood pilot. 
Three of the wells, however, are in the soutlienmost part c f  the southeast quadrant. The 
wells have a total depth of about 700 ft and were all completed as cyclic producers. None 
of the Tulare oil produced from these wells is commingled in the production stream with 
oil produced from the Monarch Sandstone reservoir. 
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The total of 37 new wells drilled by AWE on the Pru Fee property 111 1998 represented a 
substantial investment in enhanced production. Already by mid-year 1999, this 
iiivestment was having a substantial payback. 

Table 2-6: Description of the "300" series wells drilled and completed in 1998 

Well Name 
Pru 301 
Pru 302 
Pur 303 
Pru 304 
Pru 305 
Pru 306 
Pru 307 
Pru 308 
Pru 309 
Pru 310 
Pru 31 1 
Pru 312 
Pru 320 
Pru 321 
Pru 322 
Pru 323 
Pru 324 
Pru 325 
Pru 326 
Pru 327 
Pru 328 
Pru 329 
Pru 330 
Pru 331 
Pru 332 
Pru 333 
Pru 334 
Pru 335 
Pru 336 
Pru 337 
Pru 340 
Pru 341 
Pru 344 
Pru 345 
Pru 346 
Pru 349 
Pru 350 

API Serial No. 
04030-101 30 
04030-1 0 1 3 1 
04030-1 01 32 
04030-101 33 
04030-1 01 34 
04030-101 35 
04030-1 1501 
04030-1 1502 
04030-1 1 503 
04030-1 1504 
04030-1 1505 
04030-1 1506 
04030-1 2395 
04030-1 2290 
04030-12291 
04030-1 2292 
04030-1 2293 
04030-1 2294 
04030-1 2295 
04030-1 2296 
04030-1 2297 
04030-1 2298 
04030-1 2299 
04030-1 2396 
04030-1 2397 
04030-1 2398 
04030-1 2399 
04030-1 2300 
04030-12301 
04030-1 2400 
04030-12401 
04030-1 2302 
04030-1 2402 
04030-1 2403 
04030-1 2404 
04030-1 2405 
04030-1 2406 

Spud Date 
1/12/98 
1/18/98 
1/21/98 
1/15/98 
1/5/98 
1 /9/98 

5/20/9 8 
5/24/98 
5/14/98 
5/11/98 
5/17/98 
5/7/98 

9/24/98 
1 0/4/9 8 
8/28/98 
9/7/98 
9/9/98 
1 Of6/98 
9M 3/98 
1 Of9198 
9/27/9 8 
1 Of 13/98 
10/16/98 
1011 1/98 
1 O i l  9/98 
1 0/2 1 /98 
10f2/98 
94/98 
9/2/98 

9/30/98 
9/22/98 
8/30/98 
9/19/98 
9/8/98 
911 5/98 
9/17/98 
911 0198 

Prod. Month TD Ift) 
Feb-98 1472 
Feb-98 1422 
Feb-98 141 1 
Feb-98 1429 
Feb-98 1381 
Feb-98 1443 
Oct-98 1436 
JuI-98 1408 

JuI-98 1430 
03-93 1439 
Jul-98 1496 
Dee-98 1370 
Feb-99 1400 
Jan-99 1371 

Oct-98 1363 
Jan-99 1420 
Feb-99 1444 
Jan-99 1395 
Oct-98 1432 
Nov-98 1353 
NOV-98 1347 
NOV-98 1395 
Jan-99 1337 
Jan-99 1318 
Jan-99 1415 
Oct-98 1341 
03-98 1378 
Jan-99 1433 
03-98 1403 
0.3-98 1364 
0~2-98 1391 
Oct-98 1379 
Nov-98 1375 
03-98 1388 
Oct-98 1372 

Sep-98 I 385 

Oct-98 I 383 

KB Iftl 
1470 
1419 
1419 
1437 
1408 
1452 
1400 
1378 
1415 
141 1 
1416 
1409 
1406 
1431 
1418 
1410 
1409 
1469 
1431 
1431 
1417 
1406 
1406 
1430 
1393 
1373 
1451 
1382 
1380 
1452 
1417 
1367 
1431 
1413 
1418 
1419 
1413 

EL fftl Longed? 
1456 No 
1405 N O  

1405 No 
1423 No 
1 394 No 
1438 No 
1 386 Yes 
1 364 Yes 
1401 No 
1397 Yes 
1402 Yes 
1 395 Yes 
1393 No 
1418 No 
1405 Yes 
1 397 Yes 
1 396 No 
1456 N O  

1418 Yes 
1418 No 
1404 Yes 
1393 No 
1393 No 
1417 NO 
1380 N O  

1363 NO 
I 438 N O  

1 369 Yes 
1367 Yes 
1439 N O  

1404 NO 
1 354 Yes 
1418 NO 
1400 No 
1405 No 
1406 NO 
1400 No 

The first six of the "300-series" wells were drilled in January 1998. Within a month 
these wells were primed and put into production. Oil rates increased progressively over 
the next five quarteB (Fig. 2-19) with increasing monthly oil rates closely following 
additional wells coming on line (Fig. 2-18) and substantial increases in steam injection 
rates. The peak oil rate of 458.5 bopd reached in March 1999 rekites directly to nearly all 
37 cyclic wells by that time having been fkeshly steamed and put into production. The oil 
rate remained relatively flat around 400 bupd for the next 12 months before shooting up 
fiom 425.1 bopd in February 2000 to 742.3 bopd in March. Since that time the oil rate 
has declined gradually to about 550 bupd, but rase slightly in March 2001 to 619 bupd. 
The pronounced increase in oil rate in early 2000 coincides with both the onset of stem 
flood in the 1'300-series'' pattern and the initiation of oBsite metering of fluids. There 
was a sudden increase in pilot oil rates at exactly the same time. 
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Figure 2-1 8: Duill, average -fluid rates $or the fi3flfl-Lwries " wells produced in cyclic 
mode through December 1999 and in steam jluod thereqjier. 

By the end of December 1999, just prior to the conversion of the entire property to steam 
flood, the cumdative oil production from the ""3-se~es" Stage 5 cyclic wells hdd 
reached 201,648 bbls. An additional 935,941 bbls of water was produced with the oil 
giving an QWR of 0.22. A total of 795,882 bbls of steam was injected in the cyclic wells 
resulting in an OSR of 0.25. 

The "300-series" wells all had been completed as "open-hole" producers with slotted liner 
through the entire Monarch Sand pay zone above the OWC. Therefore, in forming the 
new steam flood patterns it was necessary to drill and complete ten additional injectors on 
the property (Fig. 2-20, Table 2-7). Each are positioned near the centers of their 
respective pattern and are numbered to reflect the pattern, Pm 12-5 through 12-14. Also 
three additional temperature observation wells were drilled. Pru TO-5 is situated in the 
southeast quadrant of pattern 10 in the extreme northwest comer of the property. Pru 
TO-6 is in the southwest portion of the property near the join of patterns 3, 6 and 7. Pru 
TO-7 is in the northeast near the northern edge of pattern 12 and immediately south of 
the Nevada lease. These three additional temperature observation wells complement the 
four existing wells w i t h  the pilot. The capital investment in the 13 new wells done is 
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about $SSS,WU. Even tlioqjh the new steam flood patterns were monitored as a 
component of the overall C l ~ s  3 oil demonstration project, Aera Energy LLC has made 
the investanent alone without any financial contribution from the DOE project. 

In converting the "300-series" producers to steam flood, the wells were arranged into ten 
two-acre nine-sput patterns sunurnding the four-pattern pilot in the center of the Pnr Fee 
property (Fig. 2-20>. The pilot patterns are numbered fEom pattern I in the northwest 
curner to pattern 4 in the southeast corner. The ten new "300-series" patterns begm with 
pattern 5 due south of pattern 4 and proceed clockwise around the pilot patterns ending 
with pattern 14 immediately east of pattern 2. There are no new patterns to the east and 
southeast u€ pattern 4 Otherwise, the entire property is covered with nine-spot patterns 
that on the whole mimic the configumtiun of the pilut patterns, All of the patterns are 
rough squares about 250-300 ft on a side. In forming the four patterns along the western 
edge of the pruperty batterns 7 through 10) it was necessary to incorporate 11 existing 
producers in the adjacent Kendon property, also operated by Aera Energy LLC. These 
Kendon wells are (from south to north) E-5, 608, 610, C-5, R5, 712, 852, 713, 851, 718, 
and 7 16. All are within 50 R of the Kendon-Pru boundary. 

Figure 2-20: Array qf new steam good patterns developed early in 2000 linking the 
"300-series" and sume pilut producers into IO additional nime-spot patterus. The 
patterns are numbered qfier the injectors (12-x) shown in red,filled open circles. 
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In order to provide sufficient steam to the existing wells and the 10 new injectors, 
additional steam facilities were installed in December 1999. The facility improvements 
iiivolved relocating an existing generator to the adjacent Kendon lease and running a 
steam line from Kendon to Pru Fee. New steam splitters with metering facilities were 
installed on Pru Fee to manage the increased steam. The capital cost of relocating the 
generator was budgeted at S182,OUO; the new steani line and steam splitters cost about 
$479,000. The DOE project did contribute a small portion of the costs for increasing the 
volume of steam available to the Pru Fee property. The total budgeted cost of the 
expansion of the s tem flood production on the Pru Fee property was $1,550,000. 

At the time the four-pattern steam flood pilot was designed and implemented, the price of 
Saii Joayuin heavy cnide was considerably less than 515hbl and the economics of the 
steam flood scheme was still untested. The injectors were completed such as to put the 
steam into the lower half of the zone of presumed highest oil saturation, Narrow (55-40 
ft) injection intervals were adopted with an average stand off fkoin the top of the Monarch 
Sand and the UWC of 48.8 ft and 166.8 ft, respectively. The steam injection flux was 
between 0.7 and 1.4 bspdna€. This conservative strategy was intended to yield favorable 
oil rates while keeping operating costs to a minimum, as required by the then prevailing 
net present value (NPV) of the property. 

Table 2-7: PerfOraW intervals in the ten new &earn injection wells 

Note: All well depths are !n feet down-hole, not TVD. injectors 1 - 4: Pru steam flood pilof; lnlectors 5-14: 300-series paffems 

1097.0 
1096.5 
1068.0 

1131.0 
11 07.0 
1123.0 
1078.0 

f344.0 
1398.0 
7305.0 
f292.0 

LuL 
10.5 
55.0 
9.0 

JELL 
31 .O 
39.5 
39.5 

By the time of conversion of the "300-series" wells &om cyclic to steam Rood mode 
other factors governed optimal production. The principal factor was the sliai-p increase in 
the price of Midway-Sunset heavy crude to the upper teens and lower twenty's, and 
rising. Also the viability of stem flood as a commercially successfbl recovery method in 
mar@, low-dip portions of the Moilarch Sand was proven in Stage 4 and Stage 5 of the 
project. Furthermore, it w a  clear fkom the temperature observation wells that the steam 
was stayng in the fornation very close to where injected, not rising into the overlying 
oil- fkee Etchegoin Formation. Very thin and apparently discontinuous datomite lenses 
seemed to be partially effective in holding the steam within the 
There€ore, a decision was made to adopt a less conservative strategy 
perforations in the ten new injectors. Although an effort was made to 

sand resewox. 
in placing the 
avoid injecting 
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steam into high Sw parts of the reservoir, the new injectors have shorter standoffs from 
the top of the Monarch Sand and the OWC, and the injection interval encompasses most 
of the pay interval (Table 2-5). It was anticipated that the less than optimal placement of 
the injected steam, from the standpoint of operational costs, would be offset by larger oil 
rates and total ultimate oil recovery, both desirable economic factors given the increased 
NPV of the Pru Fee crude in late 1999 and early 2000. The high market price of 
Midway- Sunset crude continued through March 2001. 

The steam flood perhmmce factors (Fig. 2-21), the oil-steam (OSK) and oil-water 
( O m )  ratios, were generally good during Stage 5 cyclic recovery. However, ~ t h  the 
onset of Stage 6 steam flood the QSR dips to a relatively uniform and unfavorable 0.11 
reflecting the very aggressive steam injection schedule maintained through early 2001. 
The large volumes of steam injected after January 2000 is enhancing recovery across all 
of the property, greatly improving OSR in the pilot (Fig. 2-14), but at the tempomiy 
expense of efficiency in the surrounding patterns. 
From January 2000 through March 2001 the "300-series" steam flood patterns had 
produced a total 302,178 bbls of oil. To produce this volume of oil 2,236,295 bbls of 
steam was injected into the 10 injector wells and an additional 422,621 bbls used in 
cyclic stimulation of the producers. About 16% of the total steam injected was used to 
stimulate the producers. The OSR for the Stage 6 steam flood is 0.1 1. The volume of 
water produced is 1,096,923; the OWR is 0.28. 
Over the entire period of production from the 37 "300-series" wells through March 2001 
the cumulative oil yield is 503,826 bbls, which in just over two years nearly matches the 
oil production Eom the considerably older Pm Fee steam flood pilot. Considering only 
production fi-om the Monarch Sand reservoir (Table 2- 1 ), the DOE-sponsored Class 3 
demonsbation project had been responsible for over a million barrels of iiicremmtal oil 
from the 40 acre property and the oil rates from ongoing steam flood operations were 
showing 110 signs of dmmshmg. 
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Figure 2-21: Pe$ormance ratios .for the "300-~.eries" producers. The OSR, which is 
highly variable during the Stage 5 cyclic operation through December 1999, drops to a 
poor 0.10 &ring the Stage 6 steam .flood. This is due to the very aggressive steaming 
(1.5 bspdhafl ufthe new patterns during thejirst year ofthis recovery mode. The UWR 
impruvm just slightb. 
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Chapter 3 

Characteristics of the Monarch Sand Reservoir 

Introduction 

The Midway-Sunset field produces fi-om multiple reservoirs that range in age from 
Oligocene to Pleistoceiie, but most of the heavy oil is produced fiom upper Miocene 
reservoirs (Hall and Lmk, 1990; Lemon, 1990). The reservoir at the Pru Fee property is 
the uppermost Miocene Monarch Sand. 

The str-atigraphic nomenclature (Fig. 3- 1) applied to this part of the Midway- Sunset field 
is a combination of fornial units, which are recognized at the swface and in the 
subsdace, and in6ormal units, which are identified mostly in the subsurface. The 
stmtigmphic nomenclature of Callaway (1962) and Foss and Blaisdell (1968) has been 
adopted in this project as it is the nomenclature in must common use in the field. The 
Monarch Sand is an d o m a l  unit wihn the Belridge Diatomite Member of the 
Monterey Shale (Gregory, 1994; Fig. 3-2). It typically overlies the informal Republic, 
Williams, and Leutholtz sands (in descending order). The Monarch Sand normally is 
overlain by tlie upper part of the Antelope Shale and the Reef Ridge Shale. However, at 
the location the PIX Fee property on the SW flank of the Spellacy anticline a regonal 
unconfomity removes the Reef Ftidge Shale and the top of the Antelope Shale placing 
the Pliocene Etchegoin Formation directly on the Monarch Sand, Although no well has 
penetrated below the Monarch Sand at the project area, there is reason to believe that the 
underlying stratigraphic section is similar to that of nearby areas. 

During the course of the project, as additional wells were drilled, logged and analyzed, 
the essential chmcteristics of the Monarch Sand reservoir at Pru Fee becdme clearer and 
more detailed. Edch new set of data permitted a revision of the former strdtigrdphic arid 
petrophysical model. However, the broad aspects of the model largely were verified in 
each new revision. The richer understanding of the reservoir dictated a fine-tuning of 
operational practices on site, not any substantial change in the steam flood strategy 
chosen at the onset of the project. The evolving development of the stratigraphic and 
petrophysical model of the reservoir was very intlch a group effort involving most of tlie 
project team members. 

In building the model for the Monarch Sand reservoir at pn;l Fee the team was able to 
draw on a wealth of external knowledge in the literature, particularly the excellent review 
by Gregory (19961, and the experience of team members in other AWE properties in the 
Midway-Sunset field. The decision to take a core In the center of the property, Pru- 101, 
at the very start of the project proved critical to all subsequent analysis. It was the quality 
of the reservoir evident in the core that lead to the fdvorable economic assessment 
recommending that the project to go forward from the evaluation phase into the s t e m  
flood demonstration. By the end of the project in March 2001, a total of 57 new wells 
penetrating tlie Monarch Sand had been drilled on the property of which 40 had been 
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logged. There were twenty logged wells by early 1997, an addition 7 in 199s and by 
easly 2000 still 13 more. Ths report will not trace the evolution of the stratigraphic and 
petrophysical models developed, but rather present OUT current understanding of 
resesvoir. 

Description and Petrophysical Analysis of Pru-I01 Core 

The Pru- 10 1 well, located near the center of the Pru Fee property, entered the top of the 
Monarch Sandstone at a depth of 1100 ft, passed through 268 ft of doininantly medium 
and coarse-pined, oil-stained sand to penetsate the oil-water contact at 1368 ft depth. 
The base of the Monasch Sandstone was not reached in the well. About 96% of the core 
recovered &om the Monarch Sandstone is highly porous oil-stained sand. The Tenlairing 
4% of the core is non-reservoir diatomaceous mudstone and h e  sand. 

The cored htewal through the Monarch Sand consists of major fining-upward sequences. 
A typical multi-bed sequence begins with a pebble or gmule sand that progresses 
upward though c o m e  grained sand, medium sand, and perhaps interbedded bioturbated 
or muddy sand before passing abruptly into another pebble or ganule sand that begins 
the next sequence. Overall, however, the hll section fi-om the oil-water contact to the top 
of the Monarch Sand (1106.4 to136S,6 ft.) coarsens upward. which is consisteiit with a 
prograding shoreline and progressive filling of the basin. The middy fine sands, silts and 
diatomite capping many of the sand flow units are deposited fEom suspension as the flow 
wanes. The absence of any true marine clays suggests short periods of time between 
successive debris flows and turbidites. 

Scope of analysis 
The Pru-101 well was cored to obtain additional information about rock quality and fluid 
satusations on the Pnz lease. Specifically, the well was cored to: 

determine reservoir quality (Sw, permeability, net- to-gross, porosity) 

understand the controls on reservoir quality (gain size, sorting, mineralogy, clay 

assess the number and quality of steam barriers (permeability, thickness, lateral 
extent) 

volLlme) 

develop a log model to calculate rock properties and saturations in uncored wells 

Several types of cure data were analyzed to characterize the reservoir including: 
compare reservoir quality with offset wells including the Kendon405 and Pru- 5 3 3. 

A visual core description to characterize the lithofacies present in the core, their 
rehtionship to one another, and their depositional environment. 

Routine core ineasureinents to understand (I)  the distribution of porosity, 
permeability, and fluid saturations in core and (2) how to use these values for 
calibrating the log satumtions. 
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X-ray diffkaction to identify and quantify the minerds present in the whole rock and 
clay fractions. 

Thin- section descriptions to characterize gore geometries, controls on reservoir 
quality, and susceptibility to formation damage. 

The core data were then related to the logs through: 

A petrophysical analysis of the reservoir to calculate porosity, permeability, and 
saturations in uncored wells. 

Finally, the data were used to make projections about reservoir performance through: 

An analysis of sand and barrier continuity to assess the connectivity of sands and 
lateral extent of steam barriers. 

An assessment of water saturation and well performance with special emphasis on the 
impact of a tmnsition zone in the reservoir. 

Visual Core Description 
A total of 225’ of core recovered fi-om the Pna-101 well (Fig. 3-3) was described in 
Bakersfield in October, 1995. The core is dominated by poorly to very-poorly sorted, 
massive to pebbly, oil-stained saiids (Figs. 3-4 to 36)  and is &visible into six lithofacies 
types, s d e d  below. The percentage of each lithofacies observed in the core is 
iiidicated in brackets. 

e 

Pebble sands [lo%] contain 10- 15% grandes and 10-40% pebbles with occasiond 
cobbles up to 4 by 4 inches in size. All of the sands are matrix-supported with clasts 
of subanjgdar-to-subrounded plutonic, volcanic, and metamorphic rocks fiat have the 
same aggregate mineralogy as the matrix sand. Intervals consisting only of pebbles 
and cobbles are inferred to be pebble sands hat have had their matrix sand washed 
away during coring. Graded bedding and pebble imbrication are me.  

Granule sands [%%I contain 10-25% granules and 520% pebbles. Some intervals 
contain faint lamlnae dyping up to 20 degrees. Granule sands are distinguished by a 
co-equal percentage of granule and pebble-sized rock clasts and less intense pebbling. 

Coarse-grained sands [43%] contain 520% granules and <5-20% pebbles. Large 
pebbles and thin layers (1-2 inches) of intense pebbling are occasionally seen. 
Sedimentary features include siftstone rip-up clasts, imbricated clasts, inclined and 
horizontal bedding, thin siltstone interbeds, and carbonaceous material. Coarse sands 
are characteristically massive with small, widely- dispersed pebbles. 

Medium-grained sands [27%] contain 6- 15% granules and <5% pebbles. 
Sedimentary features include thin interbedded siltstone and fme sand layers whch 
often have basal lags of granules and carbonaceous material, rip-up clasts, and faint 
horizontal to gently dpping laminae. Medium-grained sands are chardcterized by a 
distinctly finer grain size than other productive sands and a near absence of pebbles. 

Muddy to bioturbated fine sands [4%] m g e  from mottled, biotwbated, oil-stained 
sand and mudstone in the Etchegoin Fomation (overlying the Morarch) to tiin, 
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lightly oil-stained, siltstone and fine micaceous sand within the Monarch. 
Sedmentary features include horizontal to inclined burrows, carbonaceous fragments, 
and interbeds of medim-grained sand. These sands are dstinguislied by their 
bioturbation, light oil staining, large silticlay hctioq and permeabilities that are 
lower than productive sands. Withn the Monarch there are 17 different intervals of 
this lithofacies, ranging fiom 0.1-0.6 ft in hchess .  

Mudstones form gray, unstained, massive to laminated intervals primarily in the 
overlying Etchegoin Foiimtion. Sedimentary features include inclined burrows, 
calcareous pebbles, arid conjugate faults with very minor displacement. 

After &vidmg the core into lithofacies types, a hstogram was created to show the vertical 
changes in these lithofacies and facilitate their grouping into f e g  and coarsening 
upward sequences. The histogram is dominated by fining-upward sequences that can be 
subdivided into indvidual turbidite flows. For example, the sequence &om 1230.6- 
1240.7 ft  is composed of three individual turbidites: (1) a pebble sand to medim-gdhed 
sand from 1240.7-1235.3 ft, (2) a coarse sand to medium grained sand from 1232.3- 
1235.3 A, and (3) another coarse sand to medium gained sand fi-om 1230.6-1232.3 ft. 
Applying this technique to each fining-upward sequence yields a mean thickness of 2.3 ft  
for individual tufbidites in the Monarch (Fig. 3-7) with a range of 0.1 to 6.3 A. 
Inverse grading occasionally generates a coarsening-upward sequence between fining- 
upward sequences. However, the dominance of fining upward sequences combined with 
diagnostic aspects of the core (massive to parallel laminated sands, rip-up clasts, thin 
suspension deposits, flame structures, low clay content) confirm that the Monarch was 
deposited as a series of high- density turbihtes. Overall, the sequence coarsens-upward 
fi-om the oil-water contact to the top of the Mondrch. This is clearly shown by a decrease 
in the amount of come and medium gained sands above about 1285 8. This change is 
consistent with a progradmg shoreline and progressive filling of the basin, or 
alternatively the approach of the point source of the sands on the northward-transiting 
Sdina Block. 
The sands are very poorly sorted, as is evident in the grain-size analysis of six core 
samples carried out by CoreLab (Fig. 3-8). The size distributions are strongly slewed 
towards the fuie hctions such that the sands are virutally indistinguishable in their less 
than fine sand (Phi>2.0) tails. A medium sand lithofacies (sample 1257.5 ft) is a fine 
sand with a large component of medium sand (Phi=l.O). A coarse sand lithofacies 
(sample 1111.5 lit) is a medium sand and finer hctions with a substantial component of 
coarse sand (Phi = 0.0). And so on. Several of the coarser lithofacies (samples 1239.5 fi 
and 1367.5 ft) are strongly bimodal with pebbles and coarse components mixed with the 
finer fractions. 

Withrn the general vicinity of the Pru Fee property the sedinlentologic character of the 
Monarch Sand is little changed. Granular and coarse sand lithofacies dominate the 
section (Fig. 3-9) and variations are principdlly in the portions of pebbly and cobble 
sands or fine sand and mudstones (diatomites). The Crocker Canyon Sand (Fig. 310 to 
3- 12), which is exposed in outcrop at the northern end of the Midway-Sunset field about 
40 miles fi-om the Pru Fee property, is extremely similar in terms of sedimentology and 
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fine-scale stmtigmphy to the Moilarch Sand in the Pru-101 core. Although clearly 
separate sand bodies, these two sands are coeval facies equivalents (Fig. 3-2). 

In providing a broader view of the internal geometry of the sand body than that possible 
in the PIX- 101 core, the Crocker Canyon outcrops are very instructive. These show a 
stacked sand body with a predominance of sand-on-sand contacts. The tops of virtually 
all beds are scoured. Diatomite layers w i t h  the sand body represent mere renmants 
preserved beneath scour surfaces. Thus, they are very discontinuous, generally extending 
laterally only a distance of feet or at most tens of feet. Diatomite rip-up clasts up to 
several feet in size embedded in the sand are common. 

The proposed depositional model is a steep-faced fm-delta prograding onto a shallow 
marine shelf. Periodic remobihation of fa& delta deposits (probably debris flows) 
generates turbidity currents (Nemec, 1990) that flow downslope to deposit the Monarch 
Sand. The muddy fme sands capping many of the turbidites are deposited fi-om 
suspension as the flow wanes. The absence of any true marine clays (pelagic or hemi- 
pelagic) indicates short periods between successive hu-bidites. 
The interpretation presented here compares favorably with the conclusions of Webb 
(1978). He states that the Monarch Sand in T32S, W3E, Section 26 C is composed of 
turbidites ranging fi-om 0.3-5 ft  h c k  with an average thiclclless of 2 ft. Webb identifies 
the presence of “diatomite” layers composed of diatoms and fine-grained clastics that are 
equivalent to the muddy to bioturbated fine sands described in this study. He also 
describes the Monarch as an overall coarsening-upward sequence generated by a 
prograding fan. 

Analysis of Routine Care Measurements 
CoreLab made routine core iiieasurenieiits on 246 saniples (Table 31 )  using a confining 

pi-essure of 500 psi. which approximates the net effective overburden stress in the 
reservoir. A cross- plot of peiiiieability vs. porosity wing these core nieasurenieiits shows 
that each lithofacies occupies a specific field. Pebble sands show a large amount of 
dispersion because the dominant heterogeneity (pebbles) is often larger than the sample 
size of thc corc plug (about 1.5 inches). Gi-anule and coarse-gpained sands show 
progressively higher porosities and pcnneabilities (Fig. 3- 13) as a result of fewer pebbles 
tlnd little cltzy. Mcdiuni-pined sands have higher porosities due to better sorting, but 
lower permeabilities due to fHier grain size and the lllclusioii of suspended clays. 
Bioturbattcd to muddy sands display permeabilities which are at least two o r d e r s 4  
magnitude lower than productive sands. This should be sut’ficient to makc these finc- 
gmined, clay-rich rwks barriels to vcrtical steam migration if they arc sufficiently thick 
and laterally extensive. Porosities reported for the mudstones and bioturbated to muddy 
sands (3 I - 5 I ‘YO) reflect the high micro-porosity of these samples. 
Wcrier scrirwation (Sw) and oil snfirlwtiori (So) values from the core (Fig. 3 14) are of 
limited value due to the drainage of liquid h in  samples, possible iiwsioii during coiing, 
and transition zone penetration. However. some statistics are still weM, especially the 
Sw inininuins whch are about 16% for coarse and granule sand, 18% for inediuin sand, 
and 20% for pebble sand. These values follow the same trmd as the permeability 
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distribution and provide a good indication of irreducible wuter safiirution (Swirr). 
Similarly, the So minimums of around 13% provide a good measure of Sor. 

Table 3-1: Petrophysical properties of Pru-101 core samples by lithology 

Analysis of X-Ray Diffraction Data 
In order to relate sand quality differences in the Pm- 101 well to differences in whole rock 
and clay rnirieralogy, 17 samples were chosen for Xray difhction @MI). The results of 
this work show that productive sands have an average composition of 36.8% quartz, 
16.8% potassium feldspar, 37.0% plagioclase feldspar, 7.4% biotite, 0.5% pyrite, and 
1.6% clay. Productive sand samples have moderate amounts of clay + biotite (4.7 to 
15.7%) which increases with decreasing grain size and permeability. The gross 
abmdance of quartz, plagioclase and potassium feldspar remains relatively constant 
krespedve of grain ske. the finer- 
grained ruck types were derived from the same parent rock as the rock fi-aments in the 
coarser-grained sands. 

This suggests t h t  the individual mineral gains 

The muddy to bioturbated fme sand and mudstone samples have substantially more clay 
(31.9 tu 41.4 96) and pyrite (4.5 to 4.8%) than the productive sands. The clays are 
composed of mixed-layer illite- smectite, chlorite, and trace amounts of kaolinite. 
Samples fi-om an oil-depleted zone in the well (1102-11 13 e) show a sli@t haease in 
illite-smectite at the expense of chlorite and biotite. This is probably a diagenetic 
alteration caused by steaming (Pennel and Horton, 1994). 

There appears to be a rather poor relationshp between permeability and % clay, largely 
because all of the productive sands have such a low percentage of clay. However, the 
relationship between pameability and Q/o biotite + clay is significantly better. Sands with 
permeabilities below 1000 md can be expected tu have > 15% biotite + clay. 

Analysis of Thin-Sections 
Thin-sections were cut from 33 samples and evaluated to assess reservoir quality and 
formation damage potential. The resdts of this work show that samples with the hghest 
reservoir quafity are matrix-poor sandstones that combine the most open packing, best 
sorting, and coarsest mean grain size. Pore geometries in these sands are dominated by 
well- connected interparticle macropores. 
Grain size, sorting, and rounding indicate post-depositional crushing of feldspars. This 
results in fine pined, extremely angular fi-agments especially in medim- to coarse- 
grained sandstones. The presence of these h p e i i t s  introduces a significant fine tail to 
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the grain size distribution and indicates that these rocks are highly susceptible to fines 
migration. In contra crushing is minor in matrix-rich samples, probably because the 
matrix provided support for the grains and helped dissipate stresses at grain-to-gain 
contacts. 

Chemical diagenesis in sands is minor and is generally limited to (I) alteration of 
volcanic rock fragments to chlorite and smectite, (2) local dissolution of unstable 
h e w o r k  grains, and (3) expansion and alteration of biotite flakes to chlorite, smectite, 
and pyrite. These processes should have a nlinor affect on productive sands due to their 
large pore throats and the relatively small amounts of chy (<4%) and reactive mherals 
(biotite and volcanic rock fkagments) avaikdble for conversion to smectite. 
Mudstones and bioturbated to muddy fine sands contain abundant clay present as detrital 
matrix and alterations of rock fragments. These sands also coiain trace to minor mounts 
of sponge spicules and &atoms. Pore geometries are dominated by interparticle 
micropores that are substantially smaller than productive sand pores. 

Petrophysical Analysis 
A log analysis model for the Monarch Sand on the Pru lease was developed to calculate 
efTective porosity, water saturation, noBreservoir vohne, pebble volume, and 
pemeability. The model can be applied to any well with a minimum loggmg suite of 
resistivity, density, and neutron cwes.  Idomtion Eom the model will help (1) 
determine the net hydrocarbon feet available for production and (2) extract lithofacies 
information that can be used to make decisions about steam flooding or cycling wells. 
The model was calibrated to depth-shifted core fiom the Pru-101 well; it also was applied 
in the nearby Pru 533 well as a check. 

Porosity: As discussed previously, core porosities were measured at net effective 
overburden stress (500 psi) and should approximate reservoir conditions. 

1) To calculate the density porosity use: 

where: plog = bulk density fiom the log 
Qma = matrix density of 2.69 gnl/cc from XRD results 
Pf = fi-esli water fluid density of 1.0 gndcc 

2) In undepleted intervals calculate the elfecbive porosity wing an average of the neutron 
and density: 

where: 0 d = density porosity in decimal hction 
0 = neutron porosity in decimal fraction 
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3) 111 the oil-depleted intervals the neutron porosity will be too low and the density 
porosity will be too hgh. Depleted intervals are defmed here as those in which the 
density porosity reads higher than the neutron by more than 3.0 pu. When this condition 
is met, the following eqwtion should be used to calculate effective porosity: 

Water Saturation: Determination of water satmation wizs gredtly aided by coring and 
logging the aquifer. Formation water resistivity (Rw) was determined by drect 
measurement of water extracted Eom the core and a cementation exponent (m) was 
calculated fioin the logs in the aquifer. In addition, the log inodel was matched to core 
fiom both the aquifer (100% Sw) and the top of the reservoir (Swirr), lending confidence 
that the sa-tion model between these two points is accurate. This is important because 
through the tramition zone of the Monarch both oil and water are lost €i-om the core, 
making it difficult to accurately calibrate log saturation values. 
Because of the low clay volume, there is little hfference between a shaly sand equation, 
such as the Simandoux, and the Archie equation. Therefore, the Archie equation, whch 
is also much simpler, was applied to the Monarch Sand in this study. The log model does 
not perform as well in the depleted zone due to the variable Rw caused by the presence of 
steam and condensed steam. 

where: Rw = the formation water resistivity (0.55 @ 77oF 1 
a = 1.0 

Rt = Deep Resistivity 
Q e  = Effective Porosity 
rn = 1.80 
n = 1.80 

Bulk Volume Water: Bulk volume of water (BVW) is defined as the quantity 
of formation water present in a unit volume of rock. 

BVW = Sw * PHIE 
On the Pru lease. it is estimated that there is no water production where BVW is less than 
0.12; possible water production where BVW is between 0.12 and 0.18; and water 
production when BVW is greater than 0.18. Using these values cutoffs, 131.5 ft of the 
Monarch in Ru-101 is below a BVW of 0.12 and 230.5 ft is below a BVW of 0.18. 

Nan- Reservoir Rock Volume: The XF33 data show that here is less than 3.5% clay in 
the Monarch Sand. Because this small amount is difficult tu resolve with the logs, the 
clay volume was combined with the silt volume into a single “no-reservoir rock” 
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volume. This techniquie identifies those inteixds of lower quality that are unlikely to 
contain economic oil saturation. The neutron porosity was chosen at the most reliable 
indicator of noli-reservoir rock because of the difficulty in using a GR (feldspathic sands) 
or SP (little contrast between borehole and fbmation waters) in these sands. 

Vnr = ($n - 0.3)/ 0.15 

where: Vnr 

Deep Resistivity G 20 oh-meters 
Shallow Resistivity G= Deep Resistivity 

~ 0 1 ~ m e  of Silt + Volume of Clay 
@* 2 0.30 

Pebble Volume: It is helpfil to know the location of pebbly intervals in a well because 
these mdy help slow the upward movement of injected steam and they also have a lower 
recovery per unit volume. As pebbles increase in the reservoir, porous sands are replaced 
with dense pebbles, decreasing porosity. As a result, the pebble volume equation 
developed for the Monarch Sand uses density porosity as shown below. 

Permeability: As discussed previously, permeability is a hction of grain size, sorting, 
and clay content in the Monarch. Given these controls, it is difficult to accurately 
calculate pemeab%ty fi-om the logs. Logs do nut make direct measurements of grab 
size and sorting, and they are unable to accurately resolve the small changes in clay 
content tlmt cause large changes in pemeability. Thaefure? k this study, pemeab%ty 
was determined using values of Sw, porosity, and the volume of silt + clay calculated 
from the logs. Since all three of these parameters have a strong dependence on 
permeability, combining them into a single equation provides a reasonable permeability 
indicator. A Wyllie pmeability equation (Slider, 1983) was modified and used here. 

where: Vnr = Volume of Non-Reservoir Rock (Vsilt + Vclay) 

S W i ,  = Irreducible Water Saturation 
Swirr is 0.20 from the whole core analysis. 

= Effective Porosity 
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Sand and Barrier Continuity 
Ideally, for efficient steamflooding, periods of sand deposition will be separated by long 
quiescent periods during which laterally-extensive muds can be deposited to form steam 
barriers. Unfortunatelyy, this did not occu during Monarch deposition, and only thin, 
laterally discontinuous suspension deposits, wlicli formed during waning turbidite flow, 
serve as potential barriers. 

These suspension deposits will only be actual barriers where (1) they are thick enough to 
survive erosion by successive sand flows, and (2) have permeabilities that are about two 
orders of magnitude less than productive sands. Webb (1978) identified such an interval 
in the Monarch Sand of Section 26C. Core fiom this area contains about 5 R of silica- 
cemented sands and thick “diatomites” (muddy fine sand deposited fkom suspension) 
with permeabilities of 2-3 md. These are interbedded with oil-stained sands over a 
thickness uf 8-10 ft. Webb indicates that ths interval can be correlated on logs and 
extends over an area at least 600 by 1000 ft, Steam injected beneath tlis “marker zone” 
remained beluw it based on data fiom temperature ubservation wells. 
Unfortunately, no zones of similar thickness and low permeability were observed in the 
Pru- 101 core. However, the log model dues indicate one potential steam barrier though 
which no core was recovered. This interval, from 1208-1218 R, is characterized by 40- 
95% silt and clay and probably consists of interbedded muddy fme sand and medium- 
grained sand. This interval may only be present over a mall area because it is not 
apparent in the neighboring Pru 533 well. 

Water Saturation and Well Performance 
At the top of the Monarch reservoir in Flu-101 is a 14 ft thck oil-depleted interval that 
h a  a dstinctly lighter oil stah than the underlying sand. This zone, which is ako 
characterized by high permeabilities, low oil saturations, and neutron-density crossover 
on the logs, grades into the underlying undepleted zone over a distance of several feet. 
At the base of the reservoir, a sharp oil-water contact separates the oil sand in the 
Monarch fium the underlying aquifer. 

From the base of the oil-depleted zone to the oil-water contact, core and log data indicate 
a progressive increase in Sw. This is due to the presence of a long transition zone as 
indicated by a plot of core Sw (fur samples with total liquids > 90%) vs. height above the 
oil-water contact by permeability band. Intuitively, the transition zone here should be 
short due to the high sand permeability. Capillary pressures of only 1 psi or SO should 
result in irreducible water satwitions (SWir-r). Unfortunately, it takes over a hundred feet 
of rock column to obtain this pressure due to the small density difference between heavy 
oil (12 degrees API) and water (10 degrees API) in the reservoir. Using the equation 
Howc = (Pc / (A33 * rbrine - roil) where rbrine = 1.0 gicc and roil = 0.98 dcc, then at a 
capillary pressure (Pc) of 1 psi, Howc = 1 15 feet. 

In the Pm-101 core, resistivity (Rt) values are observed tu vary with the value of Sw. 
The correlation is such that Rt is only 35 OM at 30% Sw. However, at 20% Sw, Rt has 
more than doubled to 75 OM. This accounts for the apparent ‘htep-change” in Rt above 
about 1220 fi on the logs. This explanation also means that above 1220 ft, the reservoir 
should be near Swirr and have water fi-ee initial production. This is supported by bulk 
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volume water values below 0.12. Below 1220 fi, there will be a substantial loss of heat 
and a progressive increase in water production due to the increase in mobile water. This, 
coupled with lower oil saturations, will negatively q a c t  steamflood econoinics in the 
bottom half of the reservoir. 

Summary 
1. Above the oil-water contact is a 150-foot transition zone that exists because of the 
s i d l  density difference between heavy oil and water in the reservoir. This transition 
zone contains mobile water which will absorb heat and be produced along with the oil. 
From the top of the reservoir (I 100 ft) to about 12 10 ft depth, water saturations are near 
irreducible and initial production should be water- fi-ee. 
2. The only interval in the well that may be a laterally continuous stem barrier is fiom 
1208 to 1218 ft. Th~s interval is llkely composed of interbedded muddy fine sand and 
me&um-pined oil sand, although no core was recovered through it. 
3. 96% of the core 1-ecovei-ed fiom the Monarch consists of oil-stained sand. This 
includes 27% medium-pined sand, 43% coarse-grained sand, 16% granule sand, and 
10% pebble sand. The remaining 4% of the core is comprised of iion-reservoir mudstone 
and muddy to bioturbated fine sand. 
4. Effective porosity, water saturation, non-reservoir rock volume, pebble volume, and 
permeability calculated uskg the Monarch Sand log model compare very well with cure. 
The model, developed in this study using an AITILDTICNLER tool suite, can be applied 
to any other Monarch Sand well with a resistivity, density, and neutrun log. 

5.  The AIT logging tool recorded significantly higher resistivities ftom 1 100- 12 10 R in 
Pru-101 relative to offset wells with older standard dm1 induction (ILD) logs. Modeling 
indicates that shoulder-bed effects could explain the discrepancy over the top 12 ft: of th~s 
interval, but cannot account fur the entire interval. The higher resistivities result in a 
decrease of 5-10 saturation units relative to offset wells. Based on in-house Cslscussions 
and industry consensus, the AI” should be more accwate thanthe older ED. 
6. X-ray diEaction (W) data show that the mineralogic composition of productive 
sands is f&rly uniform and consists of quartz (36%), plagioclase (36%), K-feldspar 
(17%), biotite (9%), pynte (l%), and clay (1%). The feldspar grains and rock h p e n t s  
have been crushed into mobile fines that could cause plugging or “flour sand” production, 
especially at high flow rates. 
7. Visual impection of the log curves from PmlO1 and Pru 533 indicates that 
resistivities less than about 13 oh-meters are def~te ly  non-reservoir. These intervals 
include both silty sands and higher quality wet sands, as well as mudstones. A review of 
the log curves ftom Pru A-2, Pru 13, and Pru A-5 indicdte tlxdt a s d a r  cut-off is 
applicable in these wells. 
8. The sands were deposited as turbidites and minor, associated debris flows based on the 
suite of sedimeiitary structures observed in core and the arrangement of sands iiito a 
series of fining-upward sequences. Given the high net-to-gross (0.96) observed in Pm- 
101 core, reservoir continuity likely will be excellent. However, steam barrier continuity 
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will be poor because potential baiiiers are thin and corninonly eroded by successive 
turbidite flow units. 

Figure 3-1: Stratigraphic nomenclature and relative positions of major sand bodies 
within the Mon terey Formation on the westem edge uf the southern San Joaquin Basin. 
The Monarch Sund is one of several sand bodies embedded within the 3elridge Diatomite 
Member. Collectively these also are h o w n  as Spellacy Sands. 
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Figure 3-2: Sputial relations among the Spellucy Sands along the length ofthe north and 
central parts qf the Mi~wu~?-~S~r ;ase~~~e ld .  The sand bodies, which are encased in 
diatomite, appear tu have been empluced within the deeper parts ofthe basin f iom 
relatively proximal point sources, such as-fun-deltas. 
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Figure 3-3: Datu fronz the Pru-101 test well: lithology with gunznza and deep resistivity 
logs, and porosity, permeabili fy and So measured in 246 core samples. 
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Figure 3-4: Phutugraph in UVlight ufthe I322-1337ft interval ofthe Pru-101 cure. 
This interval is characteristic qf most of the sediment recovered. The sands are 
amalgumated with many sand-on-sand contacts, no distinct grading urzd-few very thin 
dia to rn ite-s ilt lenses. Floating pebbles are common. 
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Figure 3-5: Photogrnph in plain light ofthe 135(7-1364sft intervnl ofthe Pru-101 core. 
This interval is characteristic of the more heterogeneous sections ofthe Monarch Sand in 
which there are numerow diatomite silt lepzses, crude grading within the sapzds, $ame 
structures and other indicators of intrajormutional dejromutim. There is also Q granite 
balder at [east 18 in in diameter embedded in a pebbly sund. The sands are oi/ saturated. 
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Figure 3-7: Histugram of bed thickness meusured in the Prw-lUl cure. 
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Figure 3-8: Sand size frequency distribution- for six core sumpies oJd@erent lithotype. 
See text$or explunution. 
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Figure 3-9: Relative portions 9 f d(ferent lithojkcies principally distinguished by grcrin- 
size in Pru-101 core and Monarch Sand core from three nearby tvells. Granular and 
coarse sands w e  the dominate Monarch S m d  lithologies at alljbur sites. 

Figure 3-10: Crocker Canyon Sand exposed in Crocker Canyon at the north end uf the 
Midway-Sunsettfield. This is a massive sand unit with at few thin discontinuous 
diatomite-silt lenses (resistant beds). The sand bo& is emcased in diatomite seen in the 
jbr end of the outcrop. 
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Figure 3-1 1: Thinly laminated diato~~ite-~~iltstone overlying the top qf the C'rcrcker 
Canyon Sand. Note the t.epectted sand -on-sand contacts that constitute the bedding 
within the sand body. 
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Figure 3-12: Detail of the sand-on-sand contacts that dominate the Cracker Cmyon 
Sand body. The hand points to und intervul of diatomite rip-up clasts within a granular 
samd, There are also clasts-floating in j?ner-grained samds. Thinly laminated diatomite is 
seen at the top ofthe photograph. 
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I 2 3 

Figure 3-1 3: Porosity and permeability vary with lithofucies. The values plotted are 
group averuges. The lithqfcrcies are: 1 =mudstone, 2=firae sand, 3 =medium sand, 
d-coarse sand, 5=granular sand, 6=pebbly sand. Note that porosity increases in the 
.finer graim sizes, especially im the diatumite (mudstone). The lithqfacies having the 
larger permeability are the coarse and granular sands. 
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Figure 3-14: Oil suturatiuns vu? with lithofype being relutivet'j higher in medium to 
granular sands than in fine sand and mud,..tune, or even pebbly sands. 
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Stratigraphic Model 

General Statement 
Heavy oil production at the Pru Fee property is ftom the upper Miocene Monarch Sand, 
part of the Behdge Diatomite Member of the Monterey Formation (Fig.3- 15). The pay 
interval is just 1100-1400 fi deep. Like other sand bo&es within the Monterey 
Formation, it is a deep s u b i e i e  channel or proximal fan deposit encased in 
diatomaceous mudstone. The sand is derived from an elevated portion of the Salinas 
block, which during the late Miocene lay immediately to the west of the San Andreas 
€ault just 15 miles to the west of the site. The top of the Munarch Sand, actually a 
PlioceneMocene unconfonnity, dips at less than 10" to the southwest off of the eastern 
flank of the Temblor Range. The unconfimnity bevels downward at a veiy low angle to 
the northwest across the upper portion of the Monarch Sand body. The net pay zone, 
which averages 220 A at Pru Fee, thns to the southeast as the top of the sand dips 
though the nearly horizontal oil-water contact (OWC). In the suutheast half of the Pm 
property a t h  wedge of Behdge Diatomite overlies the Monarch Sand beneath the 
PlioceneMioCene mconformity providing a somewhat more effective steam barrier than 
the Pliocene Etchegoin Formation, a silty, sandy mudstone. 

The only other oil-bearing unit at the Pru Fee property is the Tulare Formation (Fig. 3 
15), Pliocene interbedded fluvial sands and shales at a depth of about 500 fi  that contain 
an estimated 2.5 MMBO potential reserves. These additional reserves were discovered as 
a consequence of drilling and logging the wells for the DOE Class 3 project. Production 
by cyclic steaming of heavy oil from the Tulare was started in the second half of I998 in 
the southern third of the Pru property, 

The stratigraphic nomenclature applied to this part of the Midway-Sunset field is a 
combination of fornd units (which are recopzed at the surface and in the subsurface) 
and ~ o m l  units, which are mostly identified in the subsurface. The striatigraphic 
nomenclature of Foss and Blaisdell (1948), Reid (1990), Nilsen (1996), and Sturm (1994) 
has been adopted in for this project as it must closely reflects that used by the petroleum 
industry. 

The Monarch sand is one of several sand lenses within the Belridge Diatomite Member of 
the Monterey Formation (Fig. 3-2). It overlies the infcmnal Republic, Willianx, and 
Leutholtz sands (in descending order) of the Antelope Shale. The Reef Ridge Shale 
overlies the Monarch in other portions of the Midway-Sunset field However, a regional 
Pliocene unconformity, referred to as the sub-Etchegoin mconformity (Sturm, 1996>, 
truncates the Reef Ridge Shale and the tup of the Belridge Diatunlite Member at the Pru 
site. Here the Pliocene Etchegoin Formation rests with a low angle uncodormity on the 
Monarch sand and an overlying Belridge Diatomite Member mudstune unit. The base of 
the Monarch Sand lens has not been penetrated at the Pru site. Its tutal thickness and 
relatiunship to underlying mudstones in the Belridge Diatomite Member are nut known. 
However, the Monarch Sand is known to be at least 320 R thick at the TO-2 well. 
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Figure 3-15: Stratigruphic table offormations in the Prza Fee project area and on the 
east side of the Temblor Range. The Monarch Supld is the oldestLformatiun penetrated ut 
the project site. 

Stratigraphy of the Monarch Sand 
Between October 1995 and Deceinber 1999, 40 new wells had been drilled and logged on 
the Pru Fee property; an additional 17 wells were drilled, but not logged. As the drilling 
operations had been carried out the separate stages discussed in Chapter 2, the 
stratipphc model of the site was modified over the come of the project as additional 
well logs became available. The res& was conhud refmernents to the initial models 
that better characterized the heterogeneity of the Monarch Sand and its petrophysical 
properties. The stridtigraphic analysis was helped substantidy by the existence of two 
wells on the plu Fee property with nearly coiltinuous core through the Monarch Sand. 
Pru- 101 and Pru-533 core aalyses provided the basis for calibrating log response with 
lithology and petrophysical properties (Fig. 3- 16) and for testing the validity of log-based 
stratigraphic correlations. Core data from two additional wells, Kendon-405 and Lilly- 
3C, in adjacent properties proved usefkl in understanding the broader spatial variations in 
the Monarch Sand reservoir. 

The Monarch Sand is relatively homogeneous and is dominated by thin-bedded, poorly to 
very poorly sorted, medium- to coarse-grained sandstone. Characteristically, medium- 
gained sand, coarse-grained sand, granule sand, and pebble sand are stacked in sand-on- 
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sand bed successions. Beds are one to several R in thickness and are to some degree 
graded, but not to the extent of normal turbidites. The sand packages are punctuated by 
lenses of diatomaceous mudstone and muddy bioku-bated fme- grained sand. Cobble- size 
clasts (granite, gneiss and schist) up to 18 in diameter (Fig. 3 6 )  are observed in core and 
noted in logs by a hgh gamma spkes associated with abnormally low lug porosity 
values. The overall lithological characteristics of the Monarch Sand are those of a 
proximal turbidite as described by Buuma (1962), Mutti and Ricci-Lucchi (1972; 19751, 
Walker and Mutti (1973), and Bounia et al. (1985). The stachng patterns, coarsening 
upward grain size, and a generd coarse-gained nature of the highly gmded beds can be 
interpreted as a progradationdl turbidite sequence (Walker, 198 1). 

In geneial, the sandy lithofacies present within the Moiiarch Sand alternate at a scale of a 
few feet or less and e h b i t  similar electrical log responses. This makes it virtually 
impossible to reliably distinguish a poorly sorted medium-grain sand from a course-grain 
sand. Only the two extreme lithofacies, diatoinaceotts mudstone and the pebbly sand, 
can be interpreted with any confidence fkom the logs. The pebbly sand lithofacies is 
characterized by high gamma log values, but the low-clay diatonite is not. The mudstone 
lithofacies consistently is associated with log porosity values greater than 35 96, whereas 
pebbly sands generally have log porosity values less than 26 %. In the wells €or which 
core is not available, these two lithofacies are determined ftom a Combination density 
porosity and g a m  ray logs. AH other htewdls are merely the "sand" lithofacies 
undivided. Even though the wells are very closely spaced and the log suites are 
comparable, only the mudstone lithofacies could be correlated with any degree of 
reliability. The pebbly sand lithofacies is either too limited in lateral extent or too 
variable in log properties to be correlated as discrete layers. Only thicker mudstone 
intervals could be conelated between a few adjacent wells; thick mudstone intervals 
appear m c o m o n  at Pru Fee. 

The niudstone lithofacies, significant as a potential barrier or baffle to steanflood, was 
recognizable less as discrete beds that could be correlated fiom well to well than as a 
dominant lithologic elenient w i b  a skatigraphc interval of linited areal extent. Only 
one such interval, referred to as the "Middle Marker Unit"? exhibited continuity across 
nearly the entire pilot site. The presence of h s  niarker unit, nomially less than 15 A in 
thickness, provides the only basis for dwiding the Monarch Sand into subunits, in tlvs 
instance three stratigrdphic elements - an Upper Sand, the Middle Marker, and a Lower 
Sand (Figs. 3-17). Even using the Ml log suite, it has not been possible to realize further 
subdivisions of the Monarch Sand reservoir at plu Fee. The apparent absence of lateral 
continuity of strata and limited variation in log responses between the various lithofacies 
observed in core severely limit high-resolution stratigraphc modeling of the reservoir at 
his site. 

In the Pru- 101 well the "Mddle Mafker Unit" mudstone interval was the only significant 
zone of no core recovery. The urnit cannot be correlated to Pru-533 and appears to be 
erosiormlly truncated just south of this well. Thus, there was no opportunity to observe 
the unit in core samples to better understand its potential as a barrier (or baffle) to fluid 
flow and steam injection. 
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Well PRU208 
Uhl 04030071080000 
Field MIDWAYSUNSET 
County KERN 
State CALIFORNIA 

Etchegoin Formation 

Sub-Etchegoin unconformity - 
upper mudstone 

Monarch sand 

Monarch maker bed 

flow unit 2 

oi I-water contact 

1 

Figure 3-16: Type [og sf the Monarch Sand of the Belridge Diatomite Member of the 
Mon terey Forma fion; Pru-208. Muddy lithojkcies are interpreted as beds that huve 
porosi fy greafer thun 35 precent. The upper mudstone is interpreted us Belridge 
Diatomite ~ ~ h i c h  depositionally overlies the Monarch Sand. This ~ formation is probably a 
steam barrier. The Monarch "murke bed" is interpreted as a mudstone that is u local 
steam bqffle. 
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Figure 3-1 7: Tttlo cross sections through the center uf the Pru Fee pruperty showing the 
relationshQ of the top Monarch Sand body to the conformably overlying Belridge 
Diatomite (Bo) and the unconformable Pliocene Etchegoin Formation. The Monarch 
Sand above the oil-water contact (OWC) is divided into three subunits, an "zpper sand", 
the "middle nzarker" and a "lower sand". The sections are oriented NW-SE to show the 
dip ofstrata and the upper bounding unconjbrmity. 

Even with the high density of quality log suites korn the 20 wells drilled expressly for 
this project, it proved impossible to develop a nidti-layer stratigraphic model for the 
Monarch Sand at this location. 

In the southeastern half of the property, the Monarch Sand is overlain by a diatomaceous 
mudstone, preswnably the enclosing Behdge Diatomite Member, which is erosionally 
beveled and absent beneath the base Etchegoin unconfomity towards the northwest (Fig. 
3-17), This mudstone is delineated also on the basis of gainrna my and porosity log 
response (Figure 3-16). The Etchegoin Form&& however, is easily recognized in 
resistivity logs, as is the oil-water contact (OWC) withn the Monarch Sand (Fig. 3- 17). 
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Subsurface Configurations 

Using the hll suite of well logs available after January 2000 a set of structure contour 
and isopach maps were constructed to depict the subsurface configuration and 
elevations of key slratigraphk sdddcs/ukts. There are five maps important to this 
discussion. Figure 3-18 shows the configuration of the upper and lower bounding 
surfaces of the Monarch Sand pay zone. The upper surface is the base Etchegoin 
mcodormity in the northwest half of the property aid the base Beh-idge Diatomite in 
the southeast half. The base Etchegoin unconformity dips approximately 8' SE, 
whereas the underlying Monarch Sand dip is sliglitly steeper, about 16' SE. The sub- 
Etchegoin unconformity bevels northwestward across both the Behdge Diatomite 
mudstone above the Monarch Sand and higher portions of the "Upper Sand Unit". 

The upper Belridge Diatomite mudstone is identified in wells in the southern and 
southeastern part of the part of the property, where it reaches a thickness in excess of 
35-40A. It is absent beneath the base Etchegoin uncunformity to the northwest (Fig. 
3- 17). The Etchegoin Formation and Belridge Diatomite appear to be "trapping" the 
heavy oil within the Monarch Sand. However, with an oil density (0.98) nearly eqml 
to that of the formation water (1.005) the quality of the trap need not be great. The 
two upper bounding units are considerably more significant as potential s t e m  
barriers. 

The oil-water contact (Fig. 3- 18) was penetrated in all of the 40 logged wells. It is 
generally horizontal, sub-planar surface 30 to 40 feet above sea level. The surface 
may be dpping very gently to the west. The scattered single-well 'cones' suggest 
either errors in picking the OWC in the logs or actual inverted production cones at the 
location of these wells. 

The gross pay of the Monarch Sand (Fig. 3- 19) is the oil saturated interval between 
the base Etchegoin uncodomity and the oil-water contact (OWC) in the northwest 
and between the base of the Belridge Diatomite mudstone and the OWC in the 
southeast. There is a monotonic decrease in gruss pay thickness southeastward fi-om 
380 fi in the nortliwest corner of the property to less than 180 ft in the southeast. Qn 
the whole the gross pay is 60-80 ft thicker than projected prior to the start of the 
project. Also the portions of sand in the section, 80-90%, is considerably greater than 
what was expected. 

The "Monarch Marker Unit" (Fig. 3-20) is identified in most wells, except those in 
the extreme northwest where the unit is apparently cut-out by intra-Monarch 
erosional beveling. The surface is nexly planar, but locdly the southeast dips vary 
slightly between 14" and 18". These dips are similar to the base of the Belridge 
Diatomite. Although these "internal" stratal inclinations itre slightly larger than what 
was predxted at the start of the project, they are still too shallow to sustain gravity 
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drainage of heated heavy oil. The "middle marker" is up to 20 ft thick beneath the 
southern pattern? in the steam flood pilot and thins outward in all directions fiom 
there. The unit tapers to a zero isopach along the northwest comer of these pilot 
patterns. This configuration puts a potential internal steam baffle (or barrier) beneath 
all of the property except patterns 9, 10, 1 1 and 12. 

Figure 3-18: Contotar maps ofthe two szmfaces bounding the Monarch Sandpuy at the 
Pre Fee pruperty, the top Monnrch sudace @ase Etcheguin zrncunfornzity in the NW half 
of the property) and the oil-water contact. The datum for both mups is mean-sea level 
( m s ~ ;  the units are feet. 

Figtire 3-18: Thickness ( injq of the Munarch Sandgross pay interval. 
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Figure 3-20: iszchszcrface canJigztrution ofthe "Middle BufJe" or "Middle Murker" unit, a 
relatively thick diatumite-silt lens. forming the ody  cantinuou,y stratigraphic marker 
within the Monarch Smd reservoir. The 'Ipancake I' shape uf the unit has been wdopted in 
statistical modeling q f o tlkr thinner muds tom elem en ts with in the resep.vo ip.. 

fluid Compositions and Properties 

Oil composition and properties 
Tnfomiation on the composition of the heavy oil in the Monarch Sand rescrvoir at Ptu Fee 
is derived from a single oil sample collcctcd from Piu-101 on November 1, 1995 and 
froin eight well head oils samples taken in April 2000 (Table 3-2). The Pix-101 sainpk 
has an API Tavity of 12.6 (61; 60" F; the other oil sanipfes range in API gmvity from 11.2 
to 14.4. Gas chromatograms of these oils (Fig. 321) suggest a rnodest dcg-ce of water 
wwhing aiidor biodegxdation as these oils Iiave lost a substantial portion of their 
saturates. In the heavier of the oils (MI < 12) the aromatic fraction is nearly twice as 
abundant as the saturates (Table 3-2; Fig. 3-22). In the lighter oils (API > 14) the 
aromatic fixtion is lower and the satuiate fixtion is sorncwhat higher. The portion of 
NSO's in all oils is about 2S%. 

It is observed that API gravity of the oils varies with the oil temperature measured at the 
well head @g.-23). The heaviest and cooler of the oils are fiom wells in the southwest 
comer of the property, wells Pru-3 13B and Pru-209. This variation mi&- be indicative 
of slight dist&ation of the 02 in the thermal recovery process w&h the saturate 6actbn 
enriched in the oil that is flowing as the oil is heated. 

SuIfbr content of the oils ranges fi-om 090 to 1.15 wt%, but does not exhibit any 
systematic variation with oil gravity or the well head temperature of the oil at the h e  
collected. 
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Table 3-2 

Wt. % 
Topping 

22.3 
f O . l  
3 .O 
8.9 
9.9 
8.4 
9.0 
7.8 

Geochemical analyses of Pru Fee crude oil samples 

Wt. % 
A~phaltene'~' 

7.1 
6.5 
6.7 
7.4 
6.9 
7.0 
6.7 
7.9 

EGI 
Sample IC 

CAOO 1 C 
CA002C 
CA003C 
CA004C 
CA005C 
CAOOGC 
CA007C 
CAOO8C 

{I) Emulsions 
(2) Performed by Humble Geochemical Services, Humble, TX. 
(3) Performed by Petroleum Research Center (PERC), University of Utah. 
(4) Samples were held at 60°C for 24 hours. 
(5) Procedurally defined as pentane insoluble. 
(6) Liquid Column Chromatography performed on topped de-asphalted oil. 

Figure 3-21: Gas chrumatugrums ofcrude heavy oil-from the Monarch Suid at the Pru 
Fee property. The oils are arranged by APIgmvity jkom heaviest in the upper left tu 
lightest in the lower right. 
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Figure 3-22: Variations in oil coinpositiun with API gravity. The heavier oils have 
higher aromatic jiactions and relutivei'y low snturate.fractiuns. The NSQ fractiun does 
not vary with oil gravity. 
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Figure 3-23: Variation in Pru Fee oil gravity with oil temperature inensured at the well 
head at the tinie qf sampling. The varirrtions suggest  nodes st distillation associated with 
the thermal recovery process. 

Oil viscosity over a range of temperatures was measured in the single Pru- 101 oil extract 
and in three additional oil extmcts fiom the Lilly C-5 core (Table 3-3). The Lilly C-5 
well in the Monarch Sand is located just 200 fl south of the Pru Fee property, so it is 
samphg essentially the same oil as that in the study area. The API gravity is in the 
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range 11.2-12.3, comparable to the Pni-101 oil gravity of 12.6 API. 
measured by a Cone and Plate Viscometer. 

Viscosity was 

Temp (F) 
API 
100 
I22  
140 
175 

The values of viscosity range from 1754 cp @ 100'' F to 38 cp @ 225" F (Table 3-3). The 
slightly heavier Lay C-5 oils are also slightly more viscous (Fig. 3-24), but the viscosity- 
temperature trend lines are parallel. The equation for the exponential best-fit curve to the 
four Pm-101 viscosity values is shown in Figure 3-24. Thus, the predicted viscosity of 
oil in the Monarch Sand mder cment thermal recovery reservoir temperatures of 225" to 
350' F is in the range 21.5 cp tu 1.1 cp. The viscosity at 300' F is about 3.2 cp. 

1/T (K) Pru-I 01 C-5:121 If' C-5:12If 3' C-5A 364' 
12.6 12.3 12.3 l l " 2  

0.00321 6 1754 cp 
0.003095 873 cp 1296 cp 17411 cp 
0.003002 285.9 cp 
0.002836 137 CI) 162 cr) 192 cr) 

200 
225 

I "I80 I 0.002814 I 7 9 . 8 ~ ~  I I I 
0.002729 51.2 cp 
0.002629 38 cp 41f cp 47 cp 

10.0 
0.0024 0.0026 0.0028 0.0030 0.0032 0.0034 

I lT  (K) 
Figure 3-24: Plot of measured viscosity against temperatwe expressed as the 
inverse qf degrees Kelvin, a convenient wuy of describing change in viscosity us a 
jimction of temperatwe. Data are from Tuble 3-xx. The hest-fit exponential curve 
i s  for tlze.four Pru-101 oil measurements. 
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Formation water 
The fornation water in the Monarch Sand reservoir is brackish, probably meteoric, water 
that is part of an unconfined aquifer system in the uppermost Miocene strata of the 
shallower parts of the Midway-Sunset field. Water samples were collected on November 
1, 1995 fi-oni the newly drilled h 1 0 1  well and on April 21, 1997 fkom the Pyw-205, 
Pru-207, Pru-208, Pru-209, Pru-210 and Pm-211 wells. The essential chemical 
characteristics of these waters are presented in Table 34. With total dissolved solids in 
the range 5,600 to 9,000 mg/l the waters are slightly brackish. These values are at least 
one or two orders of magnitude less than that measured in formation waters of deeper, 
more conventional, oil fields (Cliilingarian et al., 1994). However, the values are too 
high to meet standard3 (Walton, 1970) for high-pressure boiler feed water (4,500 mg/l) 
and &-inking water (<500 mgil). The hi@ pH in the range 8.2-8.3 is coilsistent with the 
high total alkalinity in the range 1,000 to 3,300 mgA. These waters are bdfered against 
calcium carbonate. The water compositions are typical of gumd waters in arid 
environments, such as the western margin of the San Joaquin Basin. 

Specific gravity @60F 
pfl 

Table 3-4: Chemical characteristics of Pru Fee formation waters 

1.004 I .006 1.006 
8.3 8.2 8.2 

I Pru-I 04 I Pru-208 I Pru-209 I Units 

Resistivity @ 2% 
Conductivity @ 25C 
Total dissolved solids 

1.13 0.78 0.73 ohm-meter 
8.87 12.8 13.74 milfirnhoslcm 
5.600 8.100 9.000 mdl 

Total sodium chloride 
Total alkalinity (CaC03) 

4,800 7,100 7,600 mqll 
1,800 3,300 2,900 mgll 

Specific conductance 
Pru-205 Pru-207 Pru-210 Pru-21 I Units 

q2.7 13.1 13.7 13.9 millimhos/cm 

The relatively high resistivity (0.73-1.13 ohm-ni) and low conductivity (8.9-13.9 
miflimhos/cm) are consistent with the low salinity (4,800-7,60 mdf) of these formation 
waters (Rider, 1998). 

Total dissolved solids 
Total suspended sofids 

The depth tu the water table across the Pru Fee property is easily mapped using well logs. 
The water table is marked by a prunomced increase in resistivity. It is generally at a 
200-250 ft  depth below the gomd surface and follows the surface topography quite 
closely (Fig. 3-25). The hydrostatic pressures calculated from the height of standing 
water above the top of the Monarch Sand (Fig. 325) is in the range 370 to 410 psi. The 
injectors are operating at pressures very close to, and In some instances somewhat less 
than, these hytlrostatic pressures. 

8,100 8,200 8,500 8,700 mg/l 
na 4,700 na na mg/l 
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Figure 3-25: Elevation of the water table at the Pru Fee property and the calculated 
hydrosturic presmre at the top uf the Monarch Sand reservoir. 

Fluid Saturation in the Monarch Sand Reservoir 

Spatial variations in fluid sattuxtion are recognued as the most attical petrophysical 
parameter for efficient magement of production from the Monarch Sand reservoir. The 
large number of well logs eventually taken at this property has permitted a very detailed 
analysis of oil saturations and implicatiom for fitture productivity. 

Vertical Variations in Oil Saturation 
The vertical variation in oil saturation, represented as water saturation (Sw), is depicted 
for the steam flood pilot in a set of four cross sections(Figs. 326 through 329). In the 
sections the top of the Monarch Sand is indicated by the surfaces marked BEF aid BUM. 
An intermediate &atomite-silt interval wrt.hin the Monarch Sand, the "middle bame", is 
bounded by the surfaces TMB and BMB. The bottom of the pay interval is the oil-water 
contact, OWC. 

For each well a porosity log is on the right, showing gross variations in litholow, and a 
pair of calculated Sw logs is on the left. Sw is depicted with a standard Archie curve and 
a modified Archie curve based on petrophysicd analysis of the Pm 101 core by ARC0 
Exploration & Production Research. The reader is referred to the first section of this 
chapter for a fbdl discussion of this modified Archie equation. The modified Archie 
eqmtion results in about 5% hisher oil saturations (So-arco) than the standard Archie 
equation. In the set of cross sections the modified Archie curve stands slightly to the left 
of the stmdard Archie curve, that is, at lower values of Sw and higher values of So. The 
vertical and lateral variations in So are seen in the degree to which the paired curves 
swing upward to the lee. A 50% cutuff has been added to the two Sw curves to make 
them easier to read. 
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The cross sections show that in general the So values in the upper third to upper half of 
the pay interval exceed 50%. The highest values of So are in the upper third of the 
interval. However, virtually all wells show So decreasing substantially in a “oil 
depletion” zone 10-30 ft thick at the very top of the Monarch Sand reservoir. The oil 
depletion zone is thought to be the product of earlier (pre- 1995) themal production and 
downward drainage of oil in the reservoir. 

Reservoir simulations with geostatistically generated data sets reveals that the initial fluid 
distribution in the reservoir hds the most sigdkant impact on the economks of the 
cyclic-flooding process. The initkt1 fluid distribution is determined by the placement of 
the UWC and the resulting So transition zone in the reservoir. The current approach to 
production involves initial stem injection wihn the upper third of the oil column, where 
So generally is greater than 6096, so as to avoid undue loss of heat to water. 
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Figure 3-26: Water saturution @w) and porosity logs for Q set of wells in a west-east 
cross sectiun through the northern portion qf'the Pru steapnJood pilot. Nute the gradual 
decrease in Sw (increase in So) upward thruugh the oil-saturated interval ahuve the 
0 wc. 
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Figure $27: Water saturation @w) and porosity logs .for a set qf wells in a west-emt 
cross section through the southern portion qf the Przd steam flood pilot. Note the grdual  
decrease in Sw (increase in So) upward through the oil-saturated interval above the 
OWC. 
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Figure 3-29: Water saturation PPV) and porosi@ logs-fur a set qf wells in a north-south 
cross section through the western portion of the Pru steam jlood pilot. Note the gradual 
decrease in Sw fincreme in So) upward through the oil-saturated interval above the 
0 WC. 
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Figure 3-30: Water saturation (sw) and porosity logs Jbr a set qf wells in a northsouth 
cross section through the eastem portion uf the Pru steam flood pilot. Note the gruduul 
decrease in Sw (increase in Su) upward through the oil-saturated interval above the 
0 WC. 
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Mapping fluid saturation in the reservoir 
The strategy for completion of the four injector wells in the Pru Fee pilot was strongly 
influenced by the water saturation (Sw) profile observed in the Pnt 101 test well (Fig. 3 
31) drilled and cored as part of the feasibility study for the project. The Sw profiles are 
derived fkom log data using the ARCO-niodified version of the Arche equation as 
described above. The calculations were done within F’rizrnGO. The Pro-101 profile 
exhibits a progressive upward decrease in Sw over a span of about 125 ft  fi-om values in 
the 80-90% range lrnmediately above the oil-water contact (OWC). Relatively stable Sw 
values of 2530% are observed in a 150 ft thick interval in the upper half of the well. The 
uppermost 30 ft of the Monarch Sand, referred to 111 earlier reports as the ”oil depleted 
zone’t again had high Sw values. The strategy followed in completing the pilot injectors 
involved placing the six peiforatioix per well in a 60-80 ft interval near the lower part of 
the zone of lowest Sw. A standoff of 130-200 A: for the injection interval was maintained 
from the OWC; standoff &om the top of the Monarch Sand reservoir was 40-50 ft (Table 
2-xx). 
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Figure 3-31: Sw values in the Monarch Sand reservoir calculatedjiom the Pru-IO1 well 
lug plotted by elevation msI. The fitted curves are the S f t ,  I Oji and 20ji moving average 
far  So values platted in the dotted curve. 

The thirteen additional wells drrlled by Aera Energy LLC in converting the “300-series” 
cyclic wells to steam flood provided valuable data for assessing water saturation (Sw) 
distributions in the Monarch Sand across most of the property. The new wells show 
extreme variation3 in Sw not previously recognized. Less extreme variations observed 
earlier in several of the “”300-series” wells where thought to be a corxqequence of poor 
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quallity log data. The Sw vertical profile is def~tely not unifoim fi-om one sinall portion 
of he property to the next, as sampled by the array of the 40 new wells logged during h s  
demonskition project. However, certain areas exlibit larger variation fi-om the “ideal” 
Sw curve than others. 

In contrast to the Pm-IO1 Sw profile, many other logs have nearly constant Sw values 
throughout their length varying little fbm the 5040% rdnge (Fig. 332). A few profiles 
exhibit bizarre configurations in whch the entire upper half, or even middle half (Fig. 3- 
331, of the Monarch pay intend hds vdhes of sw very close to 100%. one also will 
notice Sw values can be 
very large. There is a half-foot resolution to the calculated Sw values, which is about the 
same as of just slightly less than bed thtckness throughout much of the Monarch Sand. 
The sand texture of discrete beds or parts of graded beds appears to have some degree of 
coiitrol on the fluid saturations, leading to the li@ vertical variability. 

these figures that within any short intawdl the van&on 
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Figure 3-32: Sttl valzies in the Monnrch Sand reservoir calculated.frona the Prti-326 well 
Eogplotted by ekvation msl. The fitted curves are the 5j?, IO$ wnd ZOJ moving wverage 
jbr So vaEues plotted in the dotted czwve. 

To better capture the coarser-scale variation in Sw, profiles were mnstructed representing 
5 R moving averages of the half-foot spaced Sw values calcdated fi-om log data. By 
nesting the profiles for clusters of wells, it is relatively easy to see the magnitude of 
spatial variation in Sw, or niore sigtllficmtly So, oil saturation. The four two-acre 
patterns that form the Pru Fee pilot are located in the portion of the property where oil 
sdWdtions in the upper half of the pay interval are largest pig. 3-34) and where the 
“ideal” Sw proffie denionstrated in the Prim- 101 core and log data is best represented. In 
contrast, the group of four patterns along the western edge of the property (Fig. 3-35), 
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adjacent to the produced Kendon lease, show substantially lower oil saturations in the 
upper half of the pay interval and less vertical variation in saturations in geneml. 
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Figure 333: Sw values in the Monarch Sand reservoir ccllczilated from the Pru TO-5 
well log piutted by elevation msl. fietfitted heavy curve is the S j t  moving average. 

It is the four ptterns along the northern edge of the Pm property (Fig. 336) that are the 
most diffkrent Erom the others. Several of the Sw profiles for wells in these patterns 
exhibit nearly complete depletion of oil within the upper half of the Monarch Sand 
reservoir. These patterns are adjacent to the Aera Energy LLC Nevada lease, which has 
been in intensive cyclic production for many years. The effects of this production are 
being noticed within the adjacent portions of Pm Fee, as is evidenced by the very high 
reservoir temperatures recorded even prior to the onset of steani flood. 

The spatial variations in the Sw profiles appear to relate solely to prior oil production 
activity in the diEerent parts of the Pru Fee property. Before the present DOE-sponsored 
steam flood project demonstration project began in 1995 there is record of more than 1.8 
million bbls of oil having been produced &om the property, most of that in primary. 

In order to develop a more detailed model of the spatial variations in oil saturation that 
could be used to better manage the Monarch Sand reservoir a series of contour maps 
(Figs. 3-37 to 3-39) have been generated. These maps show the 20-A moving average 
value of So (oil saturation!) at elevations separated by 20 feet. Thus, the values 
contoured in the 200 ft map, for instance, are the 20-R moving average values in all wells 
at an elevation of 300 ft. The map is capturing the average So values w i t h  a 20 R slab 
of the Monarch Sand reservoir 10 ft above to 10 f t  below the ekevation datum. Although 
this method is smearing out the small-scale variability in So, it is capturing the large- 
scale vaxkabibty signzfic;ant to improved reservok magement. 
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Figure 3-34: Nested 5-9 moving average Sw curves fur n selection ufwells within the 8 
acre P m  Fee steam flood pilot at the center of the 40 acre property. 
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Figure 3-35: Nested 5$! moving average Sw czwvafor a selection ofwells within the 
sfow- steam jloocl patterns dong the western margin of the Pru Fee property and 
bordering the producing Kendon lense. 
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Figure 3-36; Nested .5$ moving average Sw czwves,for a selection ofwells within the 
four steam j k x ~ d  patterns along the northern margin of the P m  Fee property and 
bordering the prudzrcing Nevada lease. 

As described above, the upper bounding surface of the Monarch Sand is dipping at about 
10" to the southeast. In the northwest half of the property this surface is the unconfomity 
at the base of the Etchegoin Formation, but to the southeast it is the base of a diatomite 
intend tlut encloses the Monarch Sand. The dip of the Monarch Sand body is about 3" 
greater than that of the base of the Etchegoin Fornation. Horizontal slices t h u &  the 
Monarch Sand body at 20 ft intends frrst intersect the sand in the northwest corner of the 
property where the top of' the sand is as high as 400 A- msl. In the current analysis, the 
highest elevation contoured is 300 A msl, which captures useM So values in just abuut 
one-third of the property. A 240 ft elevation slice just barely captures So values across 
most of the property in which there is well control. 

The set of 12 contour maps of So at 20A depth slices between 300 f i  msl and 80 ft msl are 
presented in Figures 3-xx to 3-xx. In viewing these maps it is advised to refer to the 
contour maps depicting the upper bounhg surface of the Monarch Sand (Fig. ~ x x ) ,  the 
'+top Monarch" surface, and the OWC (Fig.3-xx). These maps deserve careful study as 
they contain a wealth of information about the spatial distribution oil remaining within 
the reservoir. However, the maps do not depict a %napshot" of the oil distribution at any 
single time. The well fogs fkom which the maps are ultimately derived were run over the 
period fi-urn late 1995 through late 1999. During this four-year period oil continued to be 
produced fiom the Pm Fee and adjacent properties. Yet they remain a valuable guide for 
ongoing management of the Monarch Sand reservoir. 
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The most proiniiient feature observed in the higher elevation contour maps is a distinct 
NE-SW trending "ridge" of So in the range 6045% situated to the northwest of the 
Monarch Sand truncation line. This ridge is the hoi-izontal expression of the So profrle 
observed in Pru-101 (Fig. 337) and characteristic of most wells in the central part of the 
property. The lower So values along the truncation line are the "oil depleted zone" at the 
top of the Monarch Sand. The "ridgel' is the interval of high So values 25 to 150 R below 
the top of the sand, and the falling off of So to the northwest is an expression of the 
gradual downward reduction in So towards values <30% imnie&ately above the OWC. 
As expected, the position of the "ridge" shifts progressively southeastward in 
successively lower elevdtion slices. The variation in the shape of he  "ridge" fiom one 
elevation slice to another reflects the lateral heterogeneity oil saturation within the 
reservoir. 

Two regions of especially luw So stand out in the contour maps (Figs. 3-37 to 3-39). 
Near the iiorthwest comer of the property is a circular "hole" with extremely low So 
values at elevations above 260 A msl. This hole dies out downward into regiom of the 
reservoir with higher (>45%) So and has no expression below 220 ft  msl. Although 
relatively small, it is not a single well feature. Along the northcentral edge of the 
property a broad depression in So values develops below 300 ft msl. This feature 
intensifies with depth down to 140 R msl and only begins to fade into slightly higher So 
at about 100 ft  msl. Nevertheless, a weak depression of So continues to exist even at 80 
ft msl. As will be discussed later in the report, these major depressions appear to be 
related to areas of intense prior production fiom the Monarch Sand reservoir. 

Average So values determined fi-om the group of values contoured in each elevation slice 
aid in depicting the gross distribution of oil within the reservoir. As expected, they are 
corxqiderably higher in the upper portions of the reservoir, >50%, and gradually drop off 
less tliaii 50% below 140 ft rnsl and less than 40% below 100 ft msl. At the 60 ft  
elevation (Fig. 3-40) the average So is just 35.5%. At this level there is a curious 
inversion of oil saturation such the higher values exist beneath the broad depression in So 
along the north-central part of the property and the lowest values are found beneath the 
pilot and patterns knmedkdtely to the west, the region of generdly hgh So higher in the 
reservoir. At 40 R msl, just immedately above the OWC, the average So is 27.4%. 

In contouring the average So values determined through the d r e  pay zone of each well 
(Fig. 3-40) little variation is observed except for the two So "holes" in the northwest and 
noi-th-central pai-ts of the propei-ty. The average So fir the reservoir as a whole is 46.7 %. 
Considering the large-scale variability of So observed in the separate elevation slices, this 
is clearly the wrong way to examine the distribution of oil within the reservoir. There is a 
large volume of the Monarch Sand in which So exceeds 60%. This is the appropriate 
targets for current and htme production. 
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Figure 3-37: Mups showing the distribtdtiun qfoil within the Monnrch Sand reservoir at 
dgerent eievation slices. The values contoured ure the 20$t nzuving average uf So-arco 
at the elevation ofthe mnp. The niaps depict the lateral variability in oil snturation 
within a 20% thick interval oj'the resewair IO$ above to I O $  below the map datum. 

300 ft msl: Note the "ridgerr ofSo in excess of dU%just northwest oj'the truncation line of 
the Moiiarch Sand and parrrllel to the truncation. Also note the pronounced "hale " in So 
in the NW corner ofthe property where the reservoir is depleted of oil. 

280 ft msl: Note the development of a second clepressiolz in So along the north-central 
part ofthe property. 

260 & 240-B msl: Note the continuedpresence qf the high So '!ridgetr and the 
hroadening ofthe northern depression. The NW circuEar "hole " is dying out downward. 
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Figure 3-38: Maps showing the distribution uf oil within the Monarch Sand reservoir at 
220ji to 1 r5fl*ft elevations. The values contoured are the 20-ft moving average of C; o-arco 
at the elevation ofthe map. The maps depict the lateral variability in oil saturation 
within a 20.0 thick interval uf the reservoir 1 O f i  above tu IO@ below the map datum. 

220 ft nzsl: At this dei7th the reservoir is completely heneath the upper hotinding swface 
and the %dge" ufhigh So has shifted evensfurther to the SE. 

200 & I80 ft msl: The distipzct " d g e "  of elevated Si, is contracting as a conseqzimce of 
the larger distance beneath the top ofthe reservuir and higher internal heterogeneity is 
evident. 

160 f i  msl: The broad low So depression remains strong at this level, which otherwise is 
clearly diflererztjrom the elevation stices immediatel?; above and below. 
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Figure 3-39: Maps showing the distribution ufoil within the Monarch Sand reservoir at 
140p to NO$ elevations. The values contuured are the 20,fi- moving average ufSo-arco 
at the elevation of the mup. The maps depict the ldteral variability in uil saturutiun 
within a 20ft thick interval oj'the reservoir 10 jt above to 10fi below the map datum. 

140 ft msl: As the overall values oj'sojall the distinct Sojkatures of higher levels are 
beciming more subdued. 

120 f t  msl: The circular "hole" in the NW is complete& gone and the broad northern 
depression is disappearing. 

100 & 80 ft msl: At relatively low values uf So f,40%), the nzaps are showing very little 
lateral vnriability within the deeper parts uf the pay zone. The apparent depression in 
the SW corner of the property at 8 0 3  msf is cfearly an artifact of con touring. 
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Figure 3-40: Maps showii-g the distribution qfoil within the Monarch Sand reservoir at 
60LJ elevation and-for the entire Monarch Sandpay zone. The values contoured are the 
20,ft moving average ofso-arco at the elevation of the map. 

6O-f? msl: This level exhibits a czcrious inversion in which the highest So is beneath the 
north-central depressiun of So and the So trough is beneath the higher So '%.Edge ". The 
averuge So for the entire level is a very /uw 353%. 

Entire pay zone: Tuken as a whole the Monarch Sand reservoir shows little statistical 
variation in So, except-for the cleprwsiol?s in the NW a id  north-central parts of the 
properly. 
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Chapter 4 

Buildup of Heat During the Thermal Recovery Process 

Introduction 

The progressive buildup of heat within the Monarch Sand reservoir is monitored by two 
means: 1) a series of temperature obsewation wells interspersed within the army of 
injectors and producers and 2) the temperature of produced fluids. A single temperature 
observation (TO) well positioned near the new Pru-101 producer was drilled in 
September 1995 and monitored through January 1996. Thee additional temperature 
observation wells were installed in early 1997 at the time of startup of the €our-pattern 
steam flood pilot. The four TO wells in the pilot have been logged just ten times during 
the period June 1997 through February 2001. At the time of conversion of the "300- 
series" cyclic producers to steam flood patterns three additional temperature observation 
wells were installed, one each in the southwest, northwest and north-central portions of 
the 40 acre Pru Fee property. These wells have been logged three times, in December 
1999-January 2000, before the steam flood patterns became hlly operational, in July 
2000 and again in February 2001. 

Initial Temperature of Monarch Sand Reservoir 

When steam injection first began in November 1995 at the beginning of the cyclic 
baseline testing the Monarch Sand reservoir on the Pre Fee property had not received 
steam for a period of nearly 14 years. The initial thermal recovery efforts by Tenneco Oil 
and Gas in the northern three-fourths of the property had lasted less than two decades and 
the period of serious steam cycling of producers extended over fewer than 12 years, 
ending in February 1982. Pm533 had been cycled twice in 1985 on a trial basis, but that 
involved only a single well. Nevertheless, a considerable volume of steam (1,692,466 
bbls) had been injected into the reservoir and it was natural to expect to encounter some 
residual heat during the earliest temperature logging. 

The temperature observation well TO-1 located near the very center of the property (Fig. 
4- 1) was dnlled and first logged in the a u t m i  of 1995, During the period of the onset of 
steam cycling in renovated wells and the nearby h - 1 0 1  well, it was logged four times 
on one-month intervals starting October 26 to check on the effectiveness of stem 
injection. The resulting logs collected in October and November indeed do show a 
residual heat perturbation in the upper part of the Monarch Sand of just about 10" F (Fig. 
2-2). By late December and January tenipa-atme was already rising w i t h  a very narrow 
interval neiw the top of the Monarch Sand, and also within sands the Tulare Formation. It 
was suspected that steam was escaping along the outside of the plu-101 casing and 
finding its way into the higher sndy interval at about 500 R depth. Repairs were made to 
the well to prevent further up-hole loss of steam. These first temperature logs suggest 
that the "natural" temperature of the Monarch Sand on the property is in the range 90- 
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100" F. This is confmed by the temperatures observed in TU-6 drilled in the previously 
un-produced southwest corner of the property (Fig. 4- 1) 

Nevada 

12-2 

Figure 2-1: Locution of the temperature observation wells on the Pru Fee property. 
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.Figure 4-2: Temperature log~=from the T U 4  well near the center of the Pru Fee 
properly. The Iogs, tclken October 26, 1995 and in one-month intervals therecljkr, record 
the invasion of"steam.from the raearby Pru-101 into the Monarch Sand (top at 1090fi 
depth) and the higher Tulare sands. The October and November logs indicate the 
presence qf a small yzdantl'v uf residual heat in the Monarch Sand.fionz the earlier 
thermal recovery operations. The highest temnpernture recorded in these.first two logs is 
105"F, just about 10" F above the BO-lflfl" F "natt~ral" temperature of the reservoir. 

After January 25, 1996, when the last of the initial temperature logs in T O 4  (Fig. 42) 
was taken, temperatures in the Monarch Sand reservoir were not monitored again until 
the end of June 1997, a gap of 17 inoiitlx. During the intervening time the baseline test 
wells had conhued to be cycled. The stem flood pilot had been installed, including 
thee additional tempemture observation wells, and was already operating for abut  six 
months. Thus, 328.2 Mbbls of steam had been injected into the central part of the Pru 
Fee property. Even so, only one of the temperature observation wells, TO-3 in pattern 3 
(Fig. 42), showed any appreciable rise in temperature with peaks at 224.8" and 262.4' F. 
The TO-3 well is very close to the Pru 12-3 injector. The maximum temperatures in the 
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other wells were 128.2" (TO-l), 123.0' (TO-2), and 117.2" (TO-4). The peak June 1997 
temperatures were all within the upper parts of the Monarch Sand. 

-250 -200 -4 00 -50 0 50 100 

Figtire 4-3: Temperature logs gathered on Jzine 26, 1897. These were thefirst logs 
taken since the beginning of the steam floodpilot and qfier 328.2 Mbbls qf steam had 
been newly injected into the Monarch Sand reservoir. Depths are relative to the top of 
the Monurch Sand to show the gradual buildup of heat in the resemoir. However, TU-3, 
located very close fo  an injector, exhibited very rapid heating along spec@ stratigraphic 
intervals. 

Heat Buildup in Steam flood Pilot 

During the first two years of operation of the steam flood pilot, the four temperature 
observation wells were logged on a regular basis to track the buildup of heat within the 
Monarch Sand reservoir. However, in the period of transfer of ownership between 
A R C 0  Westein Energy and Aera Energy LLC, this activity was suspended. Thus, a 
nine-month gap in temperature logging exists between September IO, 1998 and June 15, 
1999. The wells were logged again in late 1999-early 2000. Temperatures in the Monarch 
Sand reservoir after the entire property was converted to steam flood in early 2000 are 
described in a separate section. 
The progressive buildup of heat in the four temperature observation wells since the onset 
of the steam flood operation in the spring of 1997 is displayed in Figures 4 5  through 4-8. 
The depths in the wells are expressed as elevations relative to sealevel. Each injector well 
is a solid pipe perforated at six points about IO ft apart. The lowest perforation has a 
standoff from the OWC in excess of 100 ft. It is important to note that during the entire 
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period of temperature record, the points of steam injection were unchanged. Also, it 
should be noted that the original reservoir temperature prior to steam injection was close 
to 100" F. This "natural" reservoir temperature is preserved in the deeper parts of the 
Monarch Sand. 

Table 4-1 provides information about a) the distances of each temperature observation 
well fkom the nearest injector, b) the elevations of the top of the Monarch Sand reservoir 
and the OWC, and c) the distancelelevation of the top and bottom of the injection interval 
iii the nearest injector relative to the top of the reservoir and OWC. It is obvious that the 
initial thermal response to steam injection recorded in each temperature observation well 
is roughly proportional to ik,s proximity to an injector well. However, the specific pattern 
of reservoir heating implicit in the temgerature logs varies with location. 

The strategy for optknizing stem flood production in the pilot is to put the heat into the 
upper part of the Monarch Sand reservoir where the oil saturations are observed to be 
highest (greater than 50%), and avoid heating the lower half of the pay intaxdl where 
water saturations generally exceed 60-70%. The heat capacity of water is more than 
twice that of crude oil (Burger et al., 1985) so that heat is lost disproportionately to 
formation water. The commercial objective of the project is to produce heavy oil, not hot 
water. The temperature observation logs provide critical data for knowing if the reservoir 
heating objectives are being reached. 
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Figure 4-5: Stacked temperature lugs foF the Przk TU-] well, which is IOOf i  @om the 
nearest injector well. Top of Monarch Sund = 3UOfi; 0 WC = 30.5ji. 
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Figure 4-6: Stacked tempemtzare logsLfor the Pru TO-2 well, which is 90jf.fi-om the 
newest injector well. Top of Monarch SQQQ = 350jf; 0 WC = 31.8Lpt. 
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Figure 4-7: Stacked tenzperatwe lugs fur the Przk 23-3 well, which is 453.fion1 the 
newest injector well. Tup qfMunarch Sand = 278.5ft; OWC = 32.8ji. 
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Figwe 4-8: Stacked temperature l ug for  the Pru TU-4 well, which is llOjt frmn the 
nearest injector well. Tup of Monarch Samd = 222.6&fi; OFC = 25.9jL 

The dip of strata within the Monarch Sand at the four-pattern pilot is 10" to the southeast. 
At this dip, the strata would be expected to drop about 18 ft for every 100 W of horizontal 
distance to the southeast. Two of the temperature obsewdtion wells (TO-3, TO-4) are 
situated to the southeast, downdip, of their nearest injector (Fig. 41). The TO-2 well is 
updip and the TO-1 well is on strike to the southwest (Table 4-1). If indeed the stem 
remained confined within the strata in which it was injected, we could expect that the 
"hot" interval in the temperature observation wells, designated for convenience as that 
over 200" F (Table 4-1)? would be of similar thckness and elevation as the perforation 
interval within the nearest injectors. In two 
instances (TO-1, TO-2), the steam rises about 50 ft, somewhat more than can be 
explained by the inclination of the strata. In another case (TO-3), it spreads upward and 
downward about 40 ft  in each direction. Only in one instance (733-4) does the steam 
appear to be constmined by strdtigrdphic barriers. In the frrst three wells, it is clear that 
the top of the steam chest is constrained principally by the overlying less permeable silts 
and shales of the Etchegoin Foiinatioii. 

Yet this is not entirely what is observed. 
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Table 4-1: Information related to Temperatuw Observation Wells 
ml well m 2  Well m3 well Tu4 well 

Nearest injector 12- 2 E- 1 E-3 12-4 

Distance/direction to injector 100 ft/NE 90 ft/SE 45 R/NNW 110 ft/NW 

Elevation top reservoir 300 ft 350 ft 278.5 ft 222.6 ft 

Elevation of OWC 30.5 ft 31.8 ft 32.8 ft 25.9 ft 

Thickness of zone >200* F 68 ft 67 ft 139 ft 74 ft 

Elevation interval > 200" F 318/250 R 350/283 ft 278/139 R 178/104 ft 

Nearest injector 
Elevation top/base perf. 262/206 ft 290/243 ft 233/173 ft 209/153 ft 

Offset - top perforation 47 ft 39 ft 47 ft 44 ft 

Offset - base perforation 103 ft 86 ft 107 R 100 ft 

Offset base from OWC 202 ft 187 ft 161 ft 131 ft 

Note: The viscosity of the Pru Fee crude oil at 200" F is measured as 37 cp. 

The major features in each set of tempemture observation well logs are described below: 

TO-1 well: The temperature fogs (Fig. 45) record a very regular heating of the Monarch 
Sand reservoir through time and a relatively tight zone of heating w i t h  the upper 50 fl 
interval of the reservoir. The maximum temperature recorded is 296.7" F reached in June 
1999 after 27 months of steam injection in the 12-2 well 100 ft to the northeast. In the 
subsequent six monthj to January 2000 the well has cooled slightly to a maximum 
temperdture of 275.2" F. The interval of tmperdtures greater than 200" F extends about 
18 A- into the overlying Etchegoin Formation, probably due to thermal conduction. 

TO-2 well: Curiously this well Fig. 46) in the northwest quadrant, only 90 A: fi-om the 
nearest injector, showed veiy sluggish build up of heat in the Monarch Sand reservoir. In 
the nearly two years of steam injection though September 1998 the maximum 
temperatme had risen only about 30" and was virtually static. However, in the next 9 
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months of record, the maximum temperature jumped about 150" F to stand at 280" F. In 
the subsequent 6-month interval to January 2000 the maximum temperature rose to 
296.8" F and the "hot" inteWal broadened slightly to span the upper 67 R of the Monarch 
Sand. It is probable that the late thermal pulse is not fkom the injector, but rather from 
the Pru-334 well just 60 ft to the northeast (Fig. 2-3) that was prinied with 8,976 bbls of 
steam in November-December 1998 and 14,723 bbls of steam in May-June 1999. The 
relatively flat bottom recorded in the recent temperature curves (Fig. 4-2) coincides with 
a 7 ft didtomite-rich interval within the otherwise rather massive Monarch Sand. 

TO-3 well: This well in the southwest quadrant (Fig. 47), which is only 45 ft awdy fiom 
its nearest injector, has shuwn a bizarre history of reservoir heating. Whereas all of the 
other temperature records indicate slow progressive heatiiig of the reservoir with time, 
the steam reaching this well rapidly 'lfmgaed" along specific strata. Maximm 
temperature of about 380" F was recorded in October 1997, only 7 months after steam 
injection began. Since then the temperature profile has broadened and has cooled back to 
a niaximuni 321" F (Jmury 2000). The interval of elevated (>200") temperature is 139 
ft thck, twice that in the other temperature observation wells. 
TO-4 well: This well in the southeast quadrant is the most distant, 110 ft, h r n  its 
nearest injector. The temperature logs (Fig. 4-81 record the gradual heating of the 
reservoir, which stabilized around 280" F in mid- 1998 and has increased only slightly to 
about 300" F since then. The "hot" interval, as recorded in January 2000, has broadened 
slightly over the last year and is now 74 A thick. However, in contrast to the other three 
temperature observation wells, this "hot" interval is 45 ft below the top of the Monarch 
Sand, which is the standoff intei-val of the top of the injection points in the nearby 
injector well (Pru I2-4). In May 2000 this injector received a workover to seal the lower 
fow existing perforations and raise the injection interval by 46 ft. 
It is interesting to observe that the ternperatwe peaks fur all wells, except TO-4, tend to 
shft downward through time. This suggests that the steam chest, once having been 
restricted by the less permeable strata overlying the Monarch Sand, then builds 
downward. 

The temperature observation wells record two separate aspects of the build up of heat 
withn the Monarch Sand reservoir: (1) variations as a hnction of distance outward €i-om 
the injector and (2) spatial variations n the cdpacity of the reservoir to transmit steam and 
advective heat. In terms of heating at the site of the temperature observation wells, the 
wells fall into two goups. The TO-3 well, just 45 ft away from an injector, reaches 
maximum temperature quickly through fingering of steam along stratal inteivds and 
cools slightly as heat is transmitted into surrounding strata. For the wells more distant 
fi-om the nearest injector, the heat builds mther slowly. If there are stratal controls on 
steam transport, they are secondary factors 

In as much as the normal distance between injector and producer is in the range 150 to 
200 A, it would be reasonable to conclude thdt as of January 2000 the "steam chest" in 
the steam flood pilot was not yet fully developed. The slow builhg of the r e p n  of 
elevated temperature is very likely inhibited the full production potential of the steam 
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flood pilot. 
steam injection rates in the new patterns brought on- stream in January 2000. 

This observation greatly influenced the decision to use considerably higher 

Ambient Temperatures in the New Steam Flood Patterns 
The tlme new teinperature observation wells, dtllled and logged in December 1999- 
January 2000, record the ambient reservoir temperature prior to the initiation of steam 
flood, but after nearby producers had been cycled for over a year. The temperature logs 
(Fig. 4-9) illustrate the importance of factoring prior thermal recovery activity into the 
design of a s t e m  flood project. The T O 4  well in the southwest comer & the Pru Fee 
property shows only slight heating in the upper part of the Monarch Sand. The nlaximum 
temperature recorded is just 114.0' F. In conpast, the two temperature observations wells 
along the upper edge of the property, adjacent to the active Nevada lease, record thick 
intervals where the teniperatures exceed 200" F. At the location of the TO-5 well near 
the northwest corner of the property (pattern lo), the upper 130 A of the Monarch Sand is 
hotter than 200" F and the maximum temperature recorded is 262.7" F, The TO-7 well in 
the extreme north-central portion of the property battern 12) records temperatures in 
excess of 200" F in the top 215 .Ft of the Monarch Sand. There are two temperature 
maxima at 57 ft and 189 fi below the top of the Monarch Sand, 255.6" F and 258.6" F, 
respectively. The niultiple temperature peaks recorded in both of the northern 
temperature observation wells suggests that "fmgering" of steam within discrete strata- 
bound zones continues to control h a t  within the reservoir. The broad injection intervalin 
the Nevada lease injectors to the north is an important factor in the thick steam chest 
observed. These portions of the Monarch Sand reservoir appear to be deeper 
stratigraphic intervals than those penetrated by wells m the four-pattern pilot. 

-200 -1 00 0 100 200 I -300 
Depth in ft relative to tap Monarch 

Figure 4-6: Tempernture Eogsjbr. the new tempemture abservcrtion wells ofz the Pru Fee 
property. 
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Heat Buildup Associated with Total Steam Flood Operations 

With the conversion of the "3O-series" cyclic producers to steam flood in January 2000 
the rates of s tem injection on the Pru Fee property as a whole have increased 
substantially. The response in each ofthe temperature observation wells is shown in 
Figures 4- 10 through 4- 16. The effect is only in part tu increase the reservoir 
temperature. More generally one observes a broadening and "homogenization" of the 
temperature profile as a consequence of the continued steam flood operations. The 
influence of the "middle bank-" unit within the area of the pilot is well demonstrated. In 
TO- 1 and TO-2 steam appears to be slipping in under the barrier unit to heat lower strata 
that prior to January 2000 were relatively cool (Figs. 4- 10 and 4- 11). This steam may be 
coming &om new injectors, such as Pru 12-8 and Pru 12-9, that are perforated deeper than 
hose in the pilot. In TO-3 and TO-4 the barrier unit appears to serve as the lower limit 
€or reservoir heating (Figs. 4- 12 and 4- 13)? preventing steam fi-om entering deeper sand 
intervals. TO- 5 and TO - 7 lie outside of the region with the barrier unit, yet show the 
possible effects of other stratigraphic horizons on the sli&tly rising temperature profile 
(Figs. 4- 14 and 4- 15). Interestingly, TO-6 pig. 4- 16) has show no increase in 
temperature during over more than a year of stem injection into the nearby Pru E-6 and 
Pru 12-7 injectors. The reason for the sluggish response is unknown. 

All of the recent fogs indicate that the temperatures at the top of the Monarch Sand are in 
the target range of 200" to 250" F. 

-250 -zoo -1 50 -1 00 -50 50 100 

Figure 4-10: Temperature lugsfor the T O 1  well near the center ofthe Pru Fee 
property. At this location the "middle barrier" unit is 76 to SSft below the tup ofthe 
Monarch Sand, which serves us the d ~ t u m  in this and the following log plots. 
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Figure 4-11: Temperature logs,for the TU-2 well in the NWpattern of the Pru Fee pilot. 
At this location the "middte barrier" unit is 49 to 57ft helow the top of the Munarch Sand 
and is clearly influencing the distribution of steum after- Janauary 2000. 

-250 -200 -1 50 -1 00 -50 0 50 t 00 

Figure 4-12: Temperature logsfor the TU-3 well in the SWpattern ofthe Pru Fee pilot. 
At this location the 'hiddle barrier" unit is 107 tu 123jk below the top ofthe Monarch 
Sund and is apparentl?; controlling the base qf the rrhotrr interval. 
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Figure 4-13: Temperuture logsfor the TU-4 well in the SE pattern of the Pru Fee pilot. 
A t  this location the “middle barrier” unit is 114 to 123jt below the top of the Monurch 
Sund and may be influencing the location ofthe buse uf the “hot interval. The injection 
poimts in the nearby Pw 12-4 imjector are deeper than in other wells in the pilot, but the 
entire s t r i q  of injection pointAy was raised by uhout 20fi  in May 2000. This may account 
fbr the symmetric broadening of the temperature profiles through time. 

-250 -200 -1 50 -4  00 -50 0 50 1 oo 
Figure 4-14: Temperature logsjbr the TO-5 well in pattern 10 near the NW CuriFZer of 
the Pru Fee property. At this location the “middle barrier” unit is absent. This well is 
clearly showing the influence qf heut iq  by thermal recovery operations in the Pzeurby 
Kendon lease. 
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Figure 4-15: Temperature logsjbr the TO-6 well in pattern 7 near the SWcorner qf the 
Pru Fee property. This well is in n very cud part of the Monarch Sand reservoir and is 
showing sluggish response to steam injection in nearby injectors. 

I -250 -200 -150 -1 00 -50 0 50 101 

Figure 4-16: Teinpernture lugs for the TU-7 well in pattern 12 near the north-central 
edge of the Pru Fee property. At this location the "middle barrier" unit is absent, This 
well is clearly showing the inJluence qf heating by thermnl recovery operntions in the 
nearby Nevada lease. Note how through time the s trntigraphicnlly 'jfingered 
teniperutwe profiie is smoothed out by srnull-scale heut advection and conduction. 
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Temperature of Produced fluids 

An additioml method for monitoring the ambient temperdture of the Monarch Sand 
reservoir is to track the temperature of produced fluids. These fluid temperatures for the 
Pm Fee pilot through the entire duration of the project are plotted in Figure 4-6. 

The fast temperature spike in produced fluids relates to cyclic production of a goup of 
renovated wells serving as a general baseline for subsequent steam h o d  production. 
Once the entire steam flood pilot came on-line in the first quarter of 1997, there has been 
a steady increase in the temperature of produced fluids, The temporary plateaus relate to 
times when steani injection rates were dropped back to a base level 1200-1300 bspd rate. 
The surge in temperature observed in the last two quarters of 1999 relates to the 
considerably higher steani injection rates (up to 2,285 bspd) being used in the pilot with 
the intention of more quiclcly driving up the reservoir temperature. These produced fluid 
temperatures were nut reported for the frst two quarters of 2000. In as much as the fluids 
experience some cooling rising up the well, the temperatures will be somewhat less than 
the aveixge in situ reservoir temperature. However, they do confirm that through the end 
of 1999 the reservoir temperature had continued to rise. 
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Figure 4-1 7: Temperature qfproducedjhids (wutev and oil)&from theLfouv--attern steam 
.flood pilot showing the gradual increase in reservoir temperaiwe since the onset of ihe 
steum.floud operation in the second quarter uf 1997. R e  break in December 1998 is 
related to the chaPzge of operutor and instaltution of a d8erent metering line, 
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Chapter 5 

simulation of Production Perrformance 

Introduction 

Pru Fee, a property that was extensively studied in the course of this project, was shut-in 
in 1986 with an estimated 85% of the original oil in place unrecovered after was not 
responsive to the cyclic steam process. Four producibility problems tentatively were 
identified at this property: shallow dip, reservoir heterogeneity, thinning pay zone and the 
presence of bottom water. 

The reservoir simulation study described in this chapter was conducted in three phases: 

Phase 1:  In this phase, a series of generic, two-dimensional simulations were @inned 
to evaluate the relative importance of the four factors enumerated above. These were a 
set of sensitivity studies. 

Phase 2: A series of three-dunensiod simulations were pefiormed to develop an early 
process strategy. The process of choice was steam flooding, with occasional stimulation 
of producers. The geologic model used in this study, for the most part, was based data 
from a single new well drilled on the property. Only a quarter of a single two-acre nine- 
spot pattern was simulated. 

Phase 3: The geologic model was refined to include data fkom all of the project wells 
driued and logged through early 2000. Simulations were performed on just two of the 
two-acre, nine-spot patterns in the initial four-pattern project pilot near the center of the 
Pru Fee property. The patterns simulated are those in the NE (pattern 2) and the SE 
(pattern 4) of the pilot. 

Reservoir models were constructed using Hei-esim3d' M, a Geomath- IFP product, wlile 
all of the simulations were perfiomed using STARS (Steam and Additives Reservoir 
Simulator) developed by the Computer Modeling Group Inc. 

Initial Production Simulations 

Two-dimensional Simulations (Phase I] 
Initial sirnukitions were perCormed in 1996 u h g  twu-dimensional models that 
approximated the reservoir stratigmphy as determined in existing well logs. Several 
different twu-dimensional models were used and specific reservoir features were studied. 
Three different thermal processes were examined: 
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1) Cyclic steam stimulation - a specific example in which two weeks of injection is 
followed by a week of soak and a production duration of 20 weeks. Each well serves 
alternatively as an injector and a producer. 

2) Stem flo&g - in whch steam is continuously injected into the reservoir in injector 
wells and reservoir fluids are removed by the sunomding producer wells. 

3) Cvclic floocting - where the steani flooding process is intempted periodically by 
cyclic stimulation of the producers. This process is commonly employed in the field 
to eliminate production problenu in producers and to establish effective 
communication between injectors and producers. 

The initial simulations revealed that for the Monarch Sand at Pru Fee the yerfonnance of 
the steam flood and the cyclic flood processes were superior to the cyclic steam 
stimulation process. Due to better reservoir sweep, recoveries in the two hod processes 
were 20-25% better than 111 the cyclic process. However, oil-steam ratios were sli@itly 
better in the cyclic process (0.15) compared to the steam flooding process (0.1 1). 

An initial investigation of the completion strategies clearly showed that, in an ideal 
reservoir, completing the injector in the bottom third and the producer over the entire 
production htewdl is the best strategy. The study wds perfixmed without bottom-water 
present. This conipletion is practiced alniost universally in the Wdway Sunset field, and 
served as the base case in three-dimensional simulations. 

The simulation study of reservoir dip showed that for the stratigapkc dip of the Monarch 
Sand at Pru Fee (10' to 15') relative locations of the injectors or producers with respect to 
the dip would not aRect production pel-Eormance significantly. 

Two-diniensional simulations also showed that bottom-water had a strong effect on 
production perfiormance. When a thick water zone was employed, it was established that 
there was an optimal length for the injector completion above the oil water contact to 
maximize production. This concept was investigated fitrther in 3-D shuhtiuns. 

Examination of the effect of the presence of low-permeability barriers in the reservoir 
showed h i t  there was noticeable impact on oil production, if the permeability of the 
'barriers' were two orders of magnitude lower than the perrneabiIity of the hi&- 
permeability zones. 

3D Simulations Based on PRU-IO1 Core Analysis Data [Phase 2) 
The initial reservoir models €or simulations were generated by the stratigraphic and 
geostatistical modeling goup based primarily on petrophysical analyses ftom the Pru- 101 
core. Hereslm3D'rhq, a geologic and geostatistical modeling tool, was used to develop the 
models. The petrophysical properties for the three-dimemional models were determined 
for a domain that surrounded Pru Fee and contained data froin Pru- 101, and fiom wells 
drilled in adjacent leases. Probability distribution hnctions that reflect the character of 
permeability and porosity within each lithotype were estimated using data derived &om 
log and core data fi-om P m  101. Spatial distributions of porosity and permeability were 
established using variograms and v d c a l  proportiOun cwes,  a unique feature of 
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Heresiin3D;I'" that allows the vertical variation of litliotypes to be distributed through the 
reservoir model volume. An initial reservoir model had block? of dimensiom 30 feet by 
30 feet horizontal and a total of 220 layers distributed tlx-ough 300 feet average sand 
thickness. Heresim?DT used an indicator, geostatistical approach, whereby lithofacies 
were assigned to individual blocks followed by porosity, permeability assignments. Each 
reservoir model created is one of a series of equiprobable reahtions. The reservoir 
geostatistiml model was up-scaled to contain just 20 hyers and the same horizontal cell 
dunensions. To simplify the simulation, just a small synxneb-ic element of the reservoir 
model was used in the simulations. The element employed in all these simulations is one 
quarter of a single two-acre nine spot (a half-acre symmetry element) with the Pru- 10 1 
well forming the N W  corner. Details of model design are presented in Hongmei (1998). 

Each of the three thermal processes - cyclic, steam flood and cyclic flood - was studied 
using the 3-D model, The steam flood and the cyclic steam flood yielded similar 
recoveries and oil-to-steam ratios (OSR), whle the cyclic process was clearly less 
efficient. The modeled tenyear recoveries fkom cyclic flood and the stem flood 
processes were about 25% of the original oil-in-place with cumulative OSR values of 
about 0.15. The OSR in the cyclic process was about the same while recoveries were in 
the 20% range. Pattern studied revealed that there were no significant differences 
between the five-spot and the nine-spot patterns. Well completion investigations showed 
that it w a  most beneficial to complete the injectors 70-90 feet above the oil-water 
contact. Finally, it was demonstrated that an injection rate of about 1 bbl/acre-foot was 
reasonable in terms of expediently recovering the oil and the USR values. 

Simulations Based on the Full Suite of Logged Wells in the Pilot 

Generation of the Pilot Reservoir Model (Phase 3) 
Ubtainhg the mput parameters needed for fluid flow simulations requires that the three- 
dimensional distribution of petrophy sical properties be estimated throughout the 
simulation volume. To this end, a series of petrophysical models were developed for the 
Monarch Sand at Pru Fee using HeresinGDTM. Developed by the Institute Francais du 
Petrole (IFP) and collaborators (AFMINES and BEICIP-FRANLAB) and distributed in 
the United States by Geomath, Herestm3DTM is specifically designed to build integrated 
reservoir models. Geophysical logs fiom 39 wells provided the basis to estimate the 
spatial distribution of fkies type, permeability, porosity and water satumtion. Well 
locations at Pnn. Fee are shown in Figure 1. 

After entering the petrophysical data derived fioin the well locations into Heresim3nrM, 
the domain that surrounds the reservoir simulation volume was constructed. Six sudaces, 
thee actual stratigraphic, the oil water contact (OWC) and two model surfaces, were 
identified to demarcate different units in the reservoir. The top d a c e  was roughly 20 
feet above the top of the Monarch formation and the bottom surface was roughly 20 feet 
below the oil-water contact. The geologic significance of the middle stratigraphic unit 
has k e n  discussed elsewhere in the report. This unit was preserved in the reservoir 
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description for simulation and was titled the middle barrier. The sdaces are (numbered 
accordingly in the model): 

1. A surface 20 feet above the top of the monarch 
2. Top ofthe Monarch (uncodormity) 
3. Top of the middle barrier (unconformity) 
4. Bottom of the middle barrier 
5.  The oil- water contact 
6. A surface 20 feet below the oil-water contact 

Contour mdps of the top of the Monarch Sand and of the oil-water contact are shown in 
Figures 2 and 3. To depict the reservoir geometry, two cross sections were constructed; 
the northwest-southeast cross section (Figure 4) and a northeast- southwest cross section 
(Figure 5). The six sdaces that describe the reservoir are shown in the NW-SE cross 
section in Figure 6 and in the NE-SW cross section in Figure 7. It is observed that the top 
of the Monarch Sand dips toward the Southeast providing a thtnner pay zone in that 
direction. 

During geological analysis of the reservoir data, it became apparent that the middle 
bank- separated the reservoir &to two mjor stridtigraphic units (here cdlled 'lithounits'), 
whle the nddle barrier itself forms a third lithounit. These lithourtits are titled the 
'upper', 'middle' and <lower' lithounits. Separate petrophysical models were computed 
for the three lithounits. h o r  to the construction of the lithounit models, the modeling 
grid was defined. The modehg gnd (aerial view) is shown in F i p  8. 

Petrophysical models were computed wing a three-dimensional gndded volume with Ax 
= Ay = 60 R and Az = 5 ft. The number of cells in the x and the y direction were 60 each 
and 100 in the z direction. For vertical gridding, two approaches were used. In the upper 
and the lower lithowits, parallel gridding was used and proportional gridding was 
employed in the middle zone. h parallel gridding, grids are constructed parallel to a 
reference layer, w ihn  a lithounit. In proportional gridding, layers are "parallel" to both 
the bottom and the top of the unit. While gridding the upper unit, surface 3, (top of the 
middle barrier or base of the upper unit), is taken as the reference surhce to construct a 
parallel grid and similarly in the lower unit, Surface 4, (bottom of the middle barrier), was 
considered taken as the reference surface, The middle unit consists of five proportional 
layers. 

The lithofacies were designated using the porosity of the sands as slmwn in Table 1. It 
was observed in core samples from the PmlOl well, and confirmed in other nearby 
Monarch Sand cores, that porosity is a reasonable predictor of sand coarseness, the 
measure used here for 'lithofacies', and permeability. Four lithofacies were designated. 
The permeability assignrnmts were based on the 'best-fit' curve kt a porosity-pemedbiIity 
cross-plot (Figure 9). Three type logs of how different lithofacies conipare with assigned 
porosities are shown in Figure 10. This figure shows tlxat the assignments capture the 
variations observed in logs. After the lithofacies have been assigned to the blocks, the 
lithofacies are assigned to liihutype. In this study, each lithofacie is assigned to a 
lithotype, thus creating 4 lithotypes. 
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Table I: Designation of lithofacies based on porosity class. 

Lithofacies 
1 : Pebbly Sand 
2: Coarse Sand 
3: Medium Sand 
4: Mudstone + Fine Sand 

Porosity class (%) 
<25% 
25-32 
32-40 
>4U% 

A vertical proportion curve (Figure 11) is a stacked bar diagram that represents the 
vertical distribution of the percentages of all the lithotypes found within a specific 
lithounit. Vertical propoition curves are very useful in caphlling geologcal information 
within the geostatistical models. Though the curves can be manually adjusted in 
Heresiin3D'rD, tlis study uses unadjusted ones. The curve for the entire unit (Figure 11) 
in this study shows that facies 2 and 3 dominate all the lithounits. The construction of the 
vertical proportion curve serves as the basis for the construction of variograms that 
chaxacterize the spatial distribution of facies in the reservoir. Heresim3Dm uses an 
iiidicatoi- approach to develop a pe-h-ophysical model. First, facies distributions are 
interpolated throughout the 3 -dimensional modeling domain. Second, permeability and 
porosity are assigned to individual gridblocks w i t h  each facies type wing a 
probabilistic method. each facies 
type are assigned to each gridblock using a probabilistic approach (Schmel at al., 1997). 
Using the lithotype statistics, the petrophysical model is built for each of the lithounits. 
Global univariate statistics (Schamel at al., 1997) were wed in distributing, first the 
lithofdcies followed by porosities, permedbdities and water saturdtiom. Ky and Kz were 
assigned equal to Kx based on the PRU- 10 1 core data. 

Values of permeability and porosity associated with 

Simulations were performed €or each of the three lithounits. To construct the reservoir, 
the upper, middle and the lower units were combined. Lithofacies distributions in one 
horizontal slice (top lithounit, elevation 689 feet) is sliown in Figure 12. It is seen that 
the lithofacies 2 (coarse sand) dominates the distribution. A NW-SE cross section is 
shown in Figure 13, once again, highlighting the preponderance of lithofacies 2. The 
porosity distribution? over the s m e  cross section for the top lithowit are shown in Figure 
14. The permeability 
distribution is shown in Figure 15. More variation is observed in permeability; however, 
no significant compartmentalization is obsewed It was hypothesized in earlier geologic 
studies (and supported by some field evidence) that the middle lithounit might be a lower 
permeability zone. The present geologic model does not support tht .  If additional 
information regarding presence of such a zone is available, it will have to be b d t  into the 
model. 

Porosities in the 27% to 33% range dominate this distribution, 

Water saturation distributions were obtained completely independent of all the other 
propei-ties. Water saturation was treated as an independent petrophysical property 
provided by the logs. Water satui-ation distributions for one of the geostatisticd 
realizations shown in Figure 16. In as much as water saturation determines the 
eRectiveness of any thei id  process undeitaken, a second realization is shown in Figure 
17. The Afference between the two realization? is not sipficant. 
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To make the reservoir model suitable for reservoir simulation upscaling is performed 
inside of Heresim3DT on predetermined domains. The upscaling procedure ha5 been 
described in detail in an earlier report @charnel, et al., 1997). The upscaling domain 
considered in the simulations is the four-pattern pilot for the project, which consisted of 
four 2-acre nine-spot pattern?. This area with the associated wells is shown in Figure 18. 
For most of the simulation studres, Pattern 2 was employed. Pattern 4 was also used €or 
some studies. Two grids were constructed for Pattern 2; an 8 x 8 grid and the other, a 
more refined, 12 x 12 grid (aerial). For the fEst grid, Ax = Ay = 36 ft aiid for the second 
one, Ax = Ay = 24 ft. Vertical upscaling was done to assign representative values of 
porosity, permeability and water saturations within the 8 x 8 or the 12 x 12 grids. Thus, in 
each of the three lithounits, the number of layers was reduced. The number that is chosen 
is a trade off between preservation of the basic reservoir geology and the computational 
complexity, that would result &om retaining large number of layers. The middle barrier, 
because of its thickness, was upscaled to a single layer. As a result of vertical layering, 
the total number of layers in this study was reduced tol6. Arithmetic averaging was used 
to upscale porosity, permeability and water saturation. The upscaled results are shown in 
the Figures 19-21. In the upscaled model, the average porosity values lie in the range of 
about 30-33 96 and the average permeability is about 3000 md. The water saturations are 
generally higher below the middle barrier. 

Reservoir Simulation 
This section describes the simulations pdormed using the up -scaled reservoir properties 
generated. Simulation of the entire 40-acre area using a thermal simulator would have 
been computationally intractable. Hence, Pattern 2 was chosen as the representative 
study area and a smaller grid was constructed to capture the 9spot pattern of the wells. 
Pattern 2 was Chosen because it contained PRU- 101 + It should be noted that the previous 
detailed study was based only on data from PRU- 101 As a result, a 12 x 12 grid was 
constructed with all the 16 layers for Pattern 2. 

The commercial thennal simulator, STARS (Steam and Additives Reservoir Simulator), 
developed by CMG (Computer Modeling Group), was used to perform all the 
simulations. STARS is a three-phase, multi- component reservoir simulator. It allows 
different grid systems such as Cartesian, cylindrical or variable depth- variable thickness. 
In this study, Cartesian coordinates, allowing the use of variable thickness-variable depth, 
were used. The keyword input system of STARS allows the user to input the necessary 
information for shuhtion and to control the output mformation. DXfflent numerical 
methods and control parameters can be selected to improve the comp~tationlconvergence 
and tu accelerate the simudation. 

The average porosities, oil saturations and the original oil in place in the two 
geostatistical realizations are shown in Table 2. There is negigible difference in 
properties between the two realizations. There is also substantial amount of oil in place 
(over 300,000 barrels per acre); however, it is associated with significant amount of 
water. Hence production Eom the property is challenging. 
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Table 2: Average rr;sewoir properties from two Heresim3DTM realizations 

Realization 
First 
Second 

Porosity Oil saturatiion Oil in place 
0.350 0.420 674,000 barrels 
0.351 0.41 8 679,000 barrels 

In the base case for simulation studies of Pattern 2, the initial reservoir temperature was 
assumed to be 100' F and the steam injection rate was set at 300 bbl/day. A timetable was 
specified to account for the cycling of the wells. A set of simulations was initially 
performed at this base case for a period of five years (simulation end date: September 
2000). The oil rate comparison is shown in F i p e  22. The simulator underpredicts the 
rate over most of the t h e  interval simulated. Predictions with respect to the water rates 
are better (Figure 23). The cumulative oil production comparison is shown in Figure 24. 
The actual field response is quick and even though the later rates fkom the simulation are 
comparable to the field rates, the field production leads the slmudated production on a 
consistent basis. Ths initial quick response in the field was difficult to reproduce in 
simulations. The OSR are compared in Figure 25. The field OSR values are consistently 
higher as the oil rates are under-predxted in the model and the steam injection rates are 
well matched in the simulations with historic rates. 

The oil production under-prediction is also reflected in the prediction of the pel-Eonnance 
of indrividual wells (Figure 24). The actual oil production is consistently better than the 
predicted values. This was true for most of the production wells fiom the pattern. 

Sensitivity of the results to the use of diffaent geostatistical realizations was 
investigated. Recoveries fiom both the simulations were almost identical (0.08 to 0.0806 
UUIP) and the oil rate plots were almost identical. 

Simulations with Pattern 4 1-esulted in simil;w- trends. The cumulative oil production plot 
for Pattern 4 is shown in Figure 27. The simulation consistently underpredicts oil 
production fi-om the patteiii. 

Several possible reasons for the discrepancy between actual and simulated values are 
considered. 

e 

The initial reservoir tmperatwe was actually lugher than the lW°F uniform 
temperature that was assumed. This is equivalent to postdating that as the 
floodmg was ongoing additional heat was coming into the pattern fkom other 
sources, most notably from surrounding leases where mature floods were already 
underway. 
The oil saturation was hgher than what was projected via geostatistical 
interpolation of the logged water saturations. 
The relative permeabilities were uncertain and the actual relative permeabilities 
favored greater oil production and the same water production. 
There was compartmentalization w i t h  the reservoir, which resulted in a quick 
response and better OSR values presently. In the lung term however, such a 
compartmentalization would decrease eventual oil recovery. 
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Modeling the initial oil production response wds challenging. The conventional 
viscosity-temperature curve may not have been very accurate. The initial 
temperature may have been nununifom, causing additionid diiiiculties in accurate 
predictions. 

In order to examine the first postulate an initial temperature of 15U°F was assumed. With 
all other coiiditions assumed constant, simulations were peifomed for Pattern 2. The oil 
rate prediction improved significmtly with this change (Figure 28) and the cmulative oil 
production was perfectly matched (Figure 29). It was observed however, that the later oil 
rates were too high (Figure 28). It is possible that there are pockets of higher 
temperatures in the reservoir (not as high as 150°F), and in addition, the pattern is 
receiving additional heat ii-om surrounding leases. 

h the sensitivity studies undertaken, four cases were considered. 
In light of the importance of injection intervals identified fkom previous studes, 
injection into two &fferent injection intervals was considered. 
Sensitivity to injection rates was examined. 
Changing injectiun rates in the middle of the project was evaluated. 
Extended predxtions using the base case numbers were made. 

Extendmg the injection fiom layers 10-12 (base case) to 8-13 did not yield much 
difference. The oil rates tracked more or less over the entire interval (Figure 30). 

Two different injection rates were studied. The base case injection rdte was 300 bbyddy, 
and was conipared to an injection rate of 200 bbVday. The oil rates with the higher rate 
were sijpificmtly better than the lower rates (Figure 31). However, the OSR, in later 
project years was better with the lower rate (Figure 32). Thus, choice of the optimal rate 
would depend on the economic model pertinent to the project. When the rate is lowered 
in the course of the project, the oil rate drops correspondingly (Figure 33). Extended 
predictions revealed that a rate of 30 bbuday is maintained at the Pattern, for an effective 
USR of 0.1 until 2005 (Figure 34). 

Summary of Simulations 

There is sigruficant mount of oil in place at the site (over 300,000 bbldacre), but it is 
associated with niore than eqml volume of water. The geologic model constructed using 
all of the logged wells at the site was rather homogeneous. Pattern based simulations 
were performed. The model predictions underpredicted oil rates and consequently the 
oil-steam ratios (OSR). Several possible hypotheses for tlus mismatch were identified. 
One of the hypotheses was h g h a  initial temperdtures and heat migration from djacent 
patterns. Tlvs was tested by assuming higher initial reservoir temperature. The test 
resulted in a much closer match with the field data. The injection interval sensitivity 
study did not reveal the injection interval dependence, which was identified, in the 
previous study where a limited geological input was available. Extended predictions 
showed that steady oil recovery is attainable at an OSR between 0.1 and 0.2. Rate of 300 
bbliday was reasonable. Lowering the rate decreased oil rates, but improved OSR. 
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Figure 5-2: Confour map c f fhe  top qf lhe Monarch Sund reservoir feet mst). 
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Figwe 5-4: Location of the northwe,st-southeast model CF’OSS section through the Monureh Sand reservoir 
at the Pna Fee property. 
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Figure -5-5: Location qf’the nort~ieast-soiathtt~e*st model CBOSS section through the Monarch Sand resewwir 
at the Pru Fee properfv 

Figwe 5-6: The NWSE s f r~c t~kre  cross section showing the various stratigraphic surfaces incorporated 
into the gemtatistical model. 
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Figz~re 5- 7: Tlzc NE-SWstructiare cross section showing the various strutigmphic su faces incorporatcd 
into the genstcrtisticul madel. 

Figure 5-~4: Map ($the Pru Fee area showing the base grid.for the gecisfatisficnt model and fhe Eocafion ($ 
wells irzcorporatcd intu tlzc model. 
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Figure S-9:  The averaged relationship beiween pomsity and permeability in the Monarch Sand reservoir 
based an masured values in core samples in the Pru-101 w d .  Sands with porosity in the 30-38% r-ungc 
hus pemeability greater thun sands with higher OP lower porasi fv. This aspect of the petmphysics is 
discussed in Chapter. 3. 

. !e l2 

Figure 5-10: Representative well logs showing how different facies desigwtions compare with logporusily 
and permeability assignedfiom the ci~rve values ($Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5-13: Lithojbccies distribution in the Monarclz Sand in the NW-SE cross section when all the three 
Eitlzounits are coivhirzed into a single reservoir. 

i 

b;'igure 5-14: f'orosity distributions in the top lithounit for  the Nw-SE cross section. 
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Figure 5-1 7 :  A second realization of water saturation in the NW-SE cross section. 

Figure 5-18: Mup of the initial sfearn flood pilof consistirg offbur rzine-spot patterns. 
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Figure -7-1 9: Lp-.xdedporosity niudel of'kfonurch Sand in NF-SE cross section. 

Figure 5-20: ~p,,culedpePmeabili~ model ofkfonasch Sand in N W S E  cross section. 
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Figure 5-23: Comparison of the water rates predicted by simzilation with the actuatfield wyater rates. 
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Figure 24: Comparison qf’the cumirln five oil productinn predicted by simuhtions to the uctual czimulutive 
prIIL~uCtionj~Om Patter?? 2. 
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Figure 5-25: Cornparistin qf the oil-sleam ralicis (OSR) predicted by ihe simulafians la actualjidd data. 
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Figure 5-26: Czzmulaiive oil production in a single well (????) in Pal fern 2; a comparison o J ’ h  
siiiiulafion vcllzk~s fo aclzial cui?mfdaliw production jbr the well. 
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Figure 5-29: Simulated oil rate for  Patiem 2 assuming an inifinl reservoir temperafure of 150°F 
cornpwi-ecl with wcliral ji'elcl oil rule. 
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Figure -5-30: Simulated oil rute for  hvo contrasting completion sirutegies. 
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Figure -5-32: Sinmlated OSR for  &Rerent sfearn injection rates. 
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Figwe 5-33: Variation in simulated oil rate when the injection rate is  educed from 300 bblldajl to 200 
bbl/duy ma January I ,  2000. 
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-5-34: Predicted oil ratejbr PIT Fee pilot through October 2005. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary of Technical Results 

Introduction 

It is highly likely that without the incentives to A R C 0  Westem Energy (AWE) to partner 
with the DOE Class Program in carrying out this oil teclmolojg demonstration, the Pru 
Fee property never would have been brought back into production. Based on historic 
performance and the existing geologic evaluation, it was known to be a highly marginal 
property. Yet, 111 the four and a half years since the initiation of steam fluod pilot the 
total production f?oni this 40 acre shut-in tract has gone fioni zero to nearly 1,400 bopd 
(Fig. 6-1). In addition, the two operators, AWE and Aera Energy LLC, have invested, 
without a DOE matching contribution, in a total of 54 new producers external to the 
steam flood pilot, 10 new injectors increasing the number of steam flood patterns &om 4 
to 14, three additional temperature observation wells, and the steam 
generatioddistribution mfi-astructure to support the expanded operations (Figs. 6-2 to 6- 
4). Total production fi-om both the Monarch Sand and the Tulare reservoirs at the Pre 
Fee property fi-om the end of 1995 throu& March 2001 is 1,066.1 ME30 (Table 61). 
Through March 2001 1,066.1 MBO was produced from the Monarch Sand reservoir 
alone at rates approaching 1,200 bopd. 

TaMe 6-1 
Cumulative Production at Pru Fee Demonstration Site through March 2001 

Totals = 1,205,662 2,380,015 3,704,669 6,346,229 

Viewed fioin the perspective of the history of oil production at the site over a period of 
eighty years (Fig. 64) the ciu-reiit oil mtes are about eight times the maximum reached in 
the exly years of primary production and four times greater than the maximum reached 
at the onset of initial theiind recovery in the early 1970's. Along with the increase in oil 
rate there has been a proportionally larger increase in water rate, which now stands near 
180,000 bbls per month. It is still too early in the current production cycle at Pm Fee to 
know if the oil rates are increasing M e r ,  or have peaked and will begin to decline, All 
indications suggest that the oil mte is stdl building as the Monarch Sand is brought up to 
optimal tempemture for steam flood recovery. 
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Renovation of the Shut-in Pru Fee Ass& 

The principal objective of the project was to test the effectiveness of steam flood as a 
enhanced thermal recovery method for production of heavy oils fi-om a low-dip 1-esei-voir 
in the Midway-Smset field. The premise behind the Class 3 oil technology 
demonstration was that the proper application of this EOR method could revive 
commercial pruduction fkom a shut-in oil asset that the owner, A R C 0  Western Energy 
(AWE), had considered non-commercial upon careful and repeated evaluation. The 
aspects of the property that at first cundemned it, while found to be essentially accurate 
descriptions of the reservoir, are clearly not an impedment to commercial production in 
steam flood. Indeed, as a year of successfir1 production of the "300-series" wells in cyclic 
recovery mode has shown (Fig. 4-6), steam flood may merely enhance the economics of 
production. Even an older cyclic producer, such as Pru-13, once renovated can be very 
productive over a sustained period (Fig. 4-7). 

Production rates (Fig. 6-4 )  afier the entire property was put into steam flood shows the 
incremental benefits of this recovery mode. As the Pru Fee asset was trmsitioning from 
mixed flood and cyclic to fill1 steam flood the steam rates per pilot pattern dropped fi-om 
the target 280-300 bspd to about 200 bspd (Fig. 68). The steam was needed to maintain 
an aggressive injection rate in the new patterns. Yet the oil rates increased in the pilot 
patterns, as well as in the new patterns. Even the Fm13 renovated well showed a 
pronounced increase in oil rate (Fig. 6-7) following the start of flood in pattern IO. 

As expected, the mechanism at work in the low-dip Monarch Sand reservoir is convective 
drive, not gravity drainage. This mechanism is becoming more effective as more of the 
reservoir is heated and pressured up. The relatively sluggish pefiormance of the pilot in 
the second and third years of operation inay be due to the relatively low initial steam flux 
(<300 bspd per well) utilized. It was this assessment that lead Aera Energy LLC to use 
high injection rates in the new patterns in order to heat the reservoir quickly and start 
convective drive. The effects appear to be greater in the already hot pilot patterns, than 
the still warning new pattem5. 

Following the initial characterization of the reservoir in 1996, it was thought that there 
were insuMicient steam baffles or barriers within the Munxch Sand reservoir to hold the 
steam where injected. Earfy indications suggested that the steam was rising upward h r n  
the injectors over short distances and by-passing significant parts of the reservoir volume. 
However, with time it has become clear that the steam generally is staying at or very near 
the level injected. The zones of hedhg are broadening downward through time, not 
upward. There are, indeed, stratigraphic controls on the migration of steam, and well 
documented examples of early fingering of the stem along stratigraphic zones. The 
most effective baffle, perhaps locally a true barrier, is the "middle marker" horizon. In 
the two northern patterns of the pilot s tem is diverted both above and below this thin 
diatomite mudstone lei=. In the southeiii two patterns, steam is confirneed above the unit. 
This knowledge will prove useful in hture magement of steam flood at the property. 
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In as much as the operation on the Pru Fee property ai-e intimately tied to other adjacent 
Aera Energy LLC production activities, the company is understandably reluctant to 
disclose details of the economics of the steam flood project. However, the economics 
were characterized in a public workshop as "better than anticipated", being a "technical 
and commercial success" with a rate of return greater than 25%. 

Another approach to the economics might be to revisit the projections mdde for the pilot 
durhg the initial feasibility study in 1995-1996. The integrated reservoir characterization 
and production shutation study predicted gross expected reserves at a realistic ecunomic 
limit for an 8ac four-pattern pilot alone of 550 MBO. This recoverable reserve estimate 
was derived from the oil rates simulated for a four-pattern may in the center of the Pru 
Fee property using a %spot, 110 cycles steam flood base case. This base case used a 
constant steam rate of 300 bspd per injector (1200 bspd for the entire pilot) over the life 
of the project. The simulation predicted an iilitial 10 bopd for new wells, ramping up to 
29 bopd (320 bopd for entire pilot) in 16 months. The production would remain 
relatively flat for 28 montlx, then start declining hmonically at 40% towards the 
economic limit. The pilot would reach its economic lin& at the end of 2003 after 
producing 550.5 MBO. By the end of December 2000 the pilot had already produced 
409.4 M&O, which is 27% more than predicted. The pilot would already be in decline by 
that date, something that appears not to be happening. 

These production projections were used to model the economics of the &acre pilot. With 
a projected 91,900,000 gross capitd investment for installing the four-pattern pilot, the 
project had an estimated after-tax profit (PW10) of $1,177,000 aiid rate of return of 49% 
based on non-inflated economics. The projected production cost per barrel of oil would 
be $2.89. Target additional recoveixble reserves in the other 32 acres of the property 
were estimated to be 2.75 MMI30 or greater. The economic model figured an oil price of 
514.25, wlich with the broad swings of the period 1997-2000 might be a bit low, and a 
gas price of Q.13. The actual gas price over the four-year period averaged $3.29. The 
higher oil production clearly compensates for the higher gas price. 

A goal of the project was to encourage other California producers to attempt to revive 
shut-in oil properties. To that end, Aera Energy LLC is now actively developing the 
Lilly property immediately south of Pm Fee. Tlvs was one of the 29 properties in the 
Midway-Sunset field tlxat were shut-in at the start of this DOE-sponsored project. During 
the first half of 2001 exceptionally high gas prices in California have forced many 
tl ieml recovery projects in the southern San Joaquin Basin to be shut-in: even in a 
period of near record high oil price. However, through this period of high operating costs 
Pru Fee, a property once shut-in as economically marginal, continued to operate. 

Well Completion Strategy 

The four injector wells in the Pru Fee pilot all were completed with large standof% fiom 
the OWC in order to be assured that steam was injected into the portion of the Monarch 
Sand reservoir with highest oil saturation. The heat capacity of water is more than twice 
that of oil purger et al., 1986). In injecting steani into parts of the reservoir with high 
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water saturations the heat is taken up disproportionally in heating furmation water, thus 
lowering the economic efficiency of the steam flood operation. Although total recovery 
from the resei-vuir might be increased, the addtiunal oil comes at the expense of lower 
performance factors, OSR and OWR. 

Although we had wished to test th~s concept by making changes to the injector string in 
different Pru Fee pilot injectors, the opportunity never presented itself at the project site. 
However, a test of the concept was performed nearby in the course of renovation of a 
group of 17 poorly performing steam flood patterns. The injectors in these patterns 
initially had been pesorated through the entire Monarch Sand pay zone. 

In the s m n a  of 1999, Aem Energy LLC, observing the manner in which the injectors in 
the four-pattern Pru Fee pilot were cumpleted, adopted the concept of a large stand-off 
from the OWC in injector workovers in the "low dip" purtiun of the Kendun lease 
iinmedtately west of Pru Fee (Fig. 1-5). The new perfh-atiuns were placed in the 
uppermost one-third to one-half of the Monarch Sand, well above the UWC and the Sw 
transition zone, and deeper existing perforations sealed. The response from the injector 
workover using the recommended standoff ii-om the UWC has been outstanding (Fig. 6 
9). Increases in oil rates in the renovated patterns average 25 bopd per well with a total 
increase being over 900 bopd. The OSR increased from 0.20 to 0.35 and the water cut 
improved. 

When AWE decided to put an additional 37 cyclic producers on the Pru Fee property 
surro~inding the steam flood pilot, it seemed like an ideal opportunity to compare theiinal 
recovery methods in the same well characterized reservoir. However, the "300- series" 
wells were completed opephole, without the gravel pack that was placed in the pilot 
producers. The differences in pefiormance are stdung (Figs. 6 10 and 6 1 I), even given 
the large spatial variability in the performance of each producer. In part the lower per 
well rates for the "300-series'' wells relate to there location in parts of the reservoir with 
lower than average oil saturations (compare Fig. 6-12) to Fig. 3-40). Part of the 
variability relates to reservoir temperdture as evidenced by the flow line temperature of 
each well (Fig. 6-13). The "open-hole" wells have an average rate of about 20 bopd 
versus the gravel-packed pilot producers with a per-well average oil rate of about 30 bopd 
(Fig. 6- 10). Gravel pack completions are clearly a good investment. 

Tee hnalogy Transfer 

In order to keep the petroleum industry well infiormed about the progress and technical 
success of this project members of the project team have pursued a progani of proactive 
technology transfer. This has included issuing updates on the project in publications 
likely to be read by thermal recovery operators. Also there have been numerous 
presentations, many invited, at research conferences, technical meetings and professional 
conventioiis. These gatherings have been spunsored by the Petroleum Techiology 
Transfer Council (PTTC), the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG) 
and the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE). We even accepted an invitation to 
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describe the project at an AAPG- AMGP international research conference on inature 
field development in Veracruz, Mexico. Normally there were several such professional 
presentations each year of the project. In addition, the team has responded to requests by 
individual operators €or reports and in-house presentations. The specific technology 
transfer activities in each year are described in the annual project reports. 

There have been two public workshops held in Bakersfield, California to present to a 
broad &roup of operators and service providers the major fmdings of the project. The 
first was held in early December 1996 at the close of the feasibility study. The second 
was held in late February 2001 to describe the success of steam flood in renewing 
production €or the shut-in Pru Fee property. 
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Figtire 6-1: Oil rates (bopdl for the Prla Fee property over the entire period of the DOE 
project. Ajier the start qf stea~n~ftnod on the entire property pP.oductim increased 
dramatically to about 1,400 bopd. The plot includes shallow Tulare Formation oil. 
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Figure 6-2: View north eastward across the entire 40 acre Pru Fee property. The Pru- 
2r)Bprod~ice~ is in the foreground. The white steam generators are near the center of the 
properly. 

Figure 6-3: The Aera Energy LLC FI-U 12-6 injector and Pru 345 producer. 
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Figure 6-4: Auto well tester # I  unitjbr metering Pru Fee producers on-site. The unit 
was instolled by Aeru Energy in prepiwationjbr beginning steu~n~flood qf "3UU-series 
wells in enrly 20flfl. 
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Figure 6-5: Monthly oil rutes over the entire opercktional history ofthe Pru Fee property. 
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Figure 6- 7: Oil and water pruductiun rateshfor the renovated Pru-13 producer, 
Pruductiun came on s ~ m g  tu about 20 bupd whenfirst put into cyclic steam in early 
I99 7, hutjell sff quickly to less than IO bopd. Once steam- flood began in the pattern 
(#IO) occupied by this well the oil rnte incrensed tu about 30 hogd. 
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Figure 6-8: As the Pru Fee asset was transitioningfrom mixedflood and cyclic tofidl 
steam frood the steam rates per pilut pattern druppedjiom the target 280-300 bspd tu 
about 200 bspd. The steam was needed tu maintain an aggressive injection rate in the 
new patterns. Yet the oil rates increased in the pilot patterns (Fig 6-6). 
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Figwe 6-9: Pmdziction increase associated with workover qfsteam injectors in 1 7 "low- 
dip " Kendon s~earn.~oodpattez.ns to raise the i~jection points creating a large standoff 
jtom the 0 WC. The workover showed the value qfplacing the steam in the high So parts 
qf the mwwoir. 
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Figure 6-1 0: Averoge per-well oil and water rates cornpurimg perJbrmance uf the pilot to 
that of the "3OO-series" wells. The oil rates are similar irntit the onset of steamjluod 
UCI'USS the entire property, at which point the pilot r ~ t e s  rise to about 30 bopdper 
producer. 
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Figwe 6-11: Stacked histogrum ufper-well oil rate averaged .for the first three gziarters 
of 2000. Nute both the over /up of rates, as welt as the cuncentraticrn qYuwer rates in 
the "300-series I' wells. The latter group u-wells have %pen-hole" completions. 
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Figure 6-12: Contour map ofthe per well oil rates uveraged over the.first three porters 
of2000. The higher rates in general are assuciated with the pilot patterns, except fur the 
production hole centered on the poorly performing Pru-BI well. Lower rates are 
associated with the oil depleted areas in the north and northwest uf the property. 

Figure 6-13: Conto~red~flow line temperatures (?F) j b r  individual producers averaged 
fbr the first three gtiarters of2000. The highest temperatzwes nre associated with the 
pilot, which has been in steam flood since early 19.97, but oil rates are high, und the two 
oil depleted regions in the north and northwest, where oil rates are very lmv. 
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